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FOREWORD
This is a transcript of the Joint Committee hearing of the
Assembly Committee on Public Employees, Retirement and Social
Security and the Senate Committee on Public Employment and
Retirement, held on June 6, 1989 regarding Internal Revenue
Code Section 415 and its effects on public employee retirement
systems.
The California Legislature oversees five public retirement
systems: the Public Employees' Retirement System (PERS), the
Judges' Retirement Systew (JRS), the Legislators' Retirement
System (LRS), the State Teachers' Retirement System (STRS), an
the counties and districts which fall under the County
Employees' Retirement Law of 1937 { '37 Act).
Section 415 places annual limits on the amount of pension
benefits that an individual can receive in both public and
private qualified retirement plans. These limits are
essentially 100 percent of final compensation or $98,000.
In
addition, it appears that if under the retirement plan design,
there is even the potential for someone to exceed these limits
(i.e. no reference to the section 415 maximum amount in
statute) then the plan could also be declared out of
compliance by the IRS.
California retirement plans can take advantage of a federal
grandfather clause which will allow all current members of the
systems to be exempt from these limits. However, if the
grandfather clause is chosen for current employees, all
employees hired after January 1, 1990, will be subject to
lower private sector limits. Taking no action could result in
the disqualification of the California retirement plans and
the loss of their tax-exempt status.
The purpose of the Joint Hearing was to bring together key
representatives from California retirement systems and
retirement benefits consulting firms to address the many
unanswered questions about Section 415 compliance. The
experts seemed to agree that public retirement systems in
California should adopt legislation taking advantage of the
grandfather provision for current employees. However, serious
questions remain on how to administer Section 415 limits, to
what extent future employees will be adversely affected by the
new lower limits, and how to ensure that these individuals are
treated equitably.

Senator Newton Russell has authored SB 200 and SB 875 which
would bring PERS, LRS, JRS, and '37 Act counties into
compliance. Senator Cecil Green is carrying SB 869 which
applies to Los Angeles County only. Assemblyman Dave Elder is
the author of AB 50, the Section 415 compliance bill for STRS
(copies of these bills are included as an Appendix to this
transcript).
We welcome your thoughts and comments on Section 415
compliance.
Thank you for your interest on this issue of great importance
to public employees in our state.
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CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Greetings. Senator Russell,
Members, as you are aware, Section 415 of the federal Internal
Revenue Code places both dollar and percentage limits on the
amounts that public and private pension plans may pay their
retired members.
While initially these limits created an
impairment of contract problem for many public retirement
systems,
Congress amended the law in 1988 to include a
grandfather clause which would exempt public employees that were
hired before January 1, 1990 from all the 415 limits.
However, for current employees to be eligible for this window, a
plan must adopt the grandfather provision by the end of 1989.
If a system adopts the grandfather provision, all employees
hired after 01/01/90 will be subject to the private sector 415
limits that are lower than the limits presently available for
the public sector. If a system does not adopt the grandfather
provision, all current and future employees will be subject to
the present public sector limits. However, if a single member
exceeds
those public limits,
the entire plan
could be
disqualified.
The purpose of this symposium is to continue the dialogue as to
whether California public pension plans should comply with the
federal restrictions contained in Section 415 of the Internal
Revenue Code, and if so, how do they best comply?

•

In preparing for this symposiu~, there have been numerous
workshops held throughout the state to provide individuals with
a basic understanding of the technical aspects of 415 and the
problems associated with compliance.
Unfortunately, it seems
that every time we hold a meeting on 415, the end result is that
for every question we answer, new questions emerge, and I'm sure
that will be the case for today•s hearing .
Therefore, this symposium should not be considered the final
word on 415 compliance, but should be considered only one step
in the learning process. I might inject here, it seems rather
unfortunate that we have to go to these lengths to try to
understand what it is we think the federal government means to
do for us.
The questions and issues that we will be discussing today have
been
proposed by plan administrators,
representatives of
management
and labor, actuaries, our
legal counsel, and
concerned California taxpayers.
-
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Today we have California's largest public retirement systems
represented, including the Public Employees' Retirement System,
the State Teachers' Retirement System, the numerous systems
operating under the provisions of the County Retirement Law of
1937, and the retirement system of the University of California
It is of interest to note that each system
compliance issue differently:
One, the '37 Act systems are sponsoring
Russell, who is here with us today.

is approaching the
SB 875

by Senator

Two, the PERS system is sponsoring SB 200 by Senator Russell.
Three, the University of California has chosen to comply subject
to the approval of the Board of Regents.
Four, it is understood that the Los Angeles County Retirement
System has reached a management-labor negotiated compromise that
will satisfy the 415 provisions.
I understand that this plan
will be presented to us later on in this afternoon's hearing.
And five, due to the unique combination of its members and
benefits
structure, STRS is exploring the possibility of
complying
with the
public limits
without adopting
the
grandfather provision.
I would like to take a minute or two to discuss the general
format that we will follow during this afternoon's meeting.
After the statements by Senator Green and Senator Russell, and
any Member of either the Senate Public Employment and Retirement
Committee or the Assembly Public Employees, Retirement, and
Social Security Committee, we will ask for general statements
from any member of the panel who would care to speak. The. panel
members should try to limit their comments to five minutes or
less.
We will then begin addressing specific questions to selected
members of the panel. We will entertain answers not only from
the individual to whom the question is addressed, but also from
any other panel member who cares to respond.
I believe that the success of this symposium depends upon a
healthy dialogue between members of the panel, so I would
encourage each of you to actively participate in each question.
If a panel member does not feel qualified to answer a question
specifically addressed to him or her, please feel free to say
so, and we will open it up to the group to answer the question.
I should note that questions will be addressed to the panel
members not only by Senator Green, Senator Russell and myself,
but by Members of the two policy committees.
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if
they
through the Chair.

to do

to
so, but

please do

so

1 questions
, I would suggest that we
open the discussion to the audience, if time permits

Finally, as you can see, today's hearing is being recorded by a
1 release a transcript of this hearing as
court
We
soon as possible.
We hope that it will be useful to all
interested parties.
If there are no questions, I would like to ask Senator Russell
if he would care to make an opening statement.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman

As you, Assemblyman Elder have indicated, I am the author of SB
875 and 200. They are the two legislative measures that deal
with PERS and '37 Act county plans, with the exception of Los
Angeles County which has removed itself from that purview.
These are plans that are designed to take advantage of the
grandfather option that Chairman Elder has indicated.
It gives
them the opportunity to do that.
Unfortunately, we only have until the end of the year to decide
whether or not to adopt the grandfather provision.
This
decision
is extremely important, as it could affect the
retirement allowance of thousands of California citizens.
Making an intelligent decision requires thorough knowledge of
the complexities of the 415 limits and the impact of those
limits
on California retirement
plans.
In my
op1n1on,
understanding the various fundamentals related to the compliance
question can only be accomplished through seminars such as this
one.
I want to compliment Chairman Elder and Chairman Green, the
Members of both policy committees, and those individuals that
have consented to serve on the panel, for your interest and your
effort in contributing to the solution of an extremely difficult
problem.
I thank you, Mr. Elder.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Thank you, Senator Russell.
Senator Green is en route to the hearing room, and we will hold
his statement in abeyance until he arrives.
Mr. Grossman, why don't we start with
here if you have an opening statement.
MR. GROSSMAN:

No.
-
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you and proceed

across

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
MR
Consulting

Mr. James.

JAMES: Good afternoon
I'm Drew James
and I just want to make a brief comment.

from C&B

It's a pleasure and a privilege to be here today, and we are
very eager to participate and listen to the comments.
I think this is an important symposium.
I think it's going to
set some impo4tant directions for the future, and we're eager to
get going.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
We'll stipulate that all of you
thanked us for having the hearing. I appreciate Mr. James doing
that so we could incorporate your comments by reference. Mr.
King.
MR. KING:

Thank you and good afternoon.

I
am Jon King,
a consulting actuary
representing Buck
Consultants.
Buck is an international employee benefits firm
founded in 1916 by George Buck, an attorney working with the
City of New York.
He recognized the need to fund retirement
systems.
He had just written and literally invented pension
actuarial mathematics as it is known today.
To this day,
issues, being
systems.

we specialize in the
the actuary to over

public employee benefit
25 statewide retirement

You should all review our booklet, The Taxation of Public Sector
Retirement Systems written by our Research Department.
It
includes a discussion of all the qualification requirements of
public plans, including Section 415 requirements.
I will leave
a copy with Dave Cox for the Committees' use.
MR. KING: I chose my remarks today, focusing on three
nontechnical details that I fear would otherwise be overlooked
or misunderstood. These three issues are as follows.
Why Section 415 is a problem to every public retirement system
in the State of California, even if they don't have anyone, and
I repeat, anyone who is likely to exceed the Section 415 limits.
Second, why IRS enforcement of Section 415
it has been in the past.

is more likely than

And third, and most importantly, what else is necessary to meet
IRS qualification issues. After all, it would be a shame to
solve the Section 415 problem and overlook other issues which
also threaten the plan's qualification.
Turning to my first issue, Section 415 is a serious problem to
virtually every public retirement system in California.
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It doesn't matter how low paid or how poor the plan benefit
formula is.
All that matters is that the IRS requires all
pension
plans to
contain language
which precludes
the
possibility of anyone ever exceeding the Section 415 limits.
I am not familiar with even one California public retirement
system that meets this requirement.
The
second issue has to do with the potential for IRS
enforcement, which has heretofore been lacking in the public
sector.
There are several reasons that future enforcement is
more likely than in the past, including
CO~CHAIRMAN

ELDER:

MR.

That's the fourth reason

KING:

They need the money.
and the overriding

concern.
The first one I had was that Congress and the IRS recognized the
constitutional dilemma you faced and believed they solved that
with the TAMRA election. They don't like to solve issues twice.
The second issue is that the IRS can now divide and conquer.
They clearly have the power to disqualify the plan only with
respect to highly compensated employees. In other words, they
can accelerate the taxes associated with noncompliance on the
movers and shakers, without incurring the wrath of the rank and
file.
And finally, and of very recent vintage, Internal Revenue
Bulletin 1869 was rescinded just last week by the proposed and
temporary regulations under 410(b) of the Internal Revenue Code.
Internal Revenue Bulletin 1869 had essentially said that the
government
was going to take
a hands off approach
on
discrimination and coverage issues of public sector employers.

•

The third and perhaps most important issue has to do with other
IRS requirements. It doesn't seem to me that we've accomplished
much if we solve the Section 415 problem, and then the IRS
disqualifies the plan based on some other "gotcha". One section
of the handbook I mentioned discusses all of the areas where
public
retirement
system
compliance
is
necessary
for
qualification.
I am sorry, but time does not permit even a
cursory discussion of this issue. Suffice it to say that I
believe the complete qualification audit of each, or at least a
sample, public retirement system should be considered as a
decision is reached on Section 415 problems. In any event, a
complete qualification audit should be performed as soon as
possible.
In review, I remind you I believe Section 415 is a problem that
needs a solution for every California public retirement system
Second, future IRS enforcement, even though by no means a
certainty, is at a minimum much more likely than it was in the
- 5 -

past. And finally, you need to do a lot more than solve Section
415 if you want to meet all of the IRS requirements for a
qualified plan. Thank you.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
MS.

PAULSON:

Mr.

Th~nk

you, Mr. King.

Chairman,

we

Ms. Paulson

don't have

prepared

remarks.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
HR. LESUEUR:

Mr. LeSueur.

I have no opening statement.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Why don't we just continue on down
the line. Does anyone have an opening statement? Mr. Altman.
HR.

ALTMAN:

Yes,

sir,

Mr.

Chairman,

a

very brief

statement.
We feel certainly that the implications of Section 415(b)(l0),
which are the exclusions or the grandfather we're talking about
today, merit great consideration. But we want to raise the
issue at the earliest momept of our concerns over the rest of
Section 415, in particular Section 415(e), the combined plan
limitations.
Several of the PERS and PERS members are eligible
for Section 457, 403(b), or even 40l(k) plans, and these plans
must be factored into the equation as well.
So, I would just urge the Assembly to look at the entire
picture. Jumping at the grandfather offered by-- under 415(b),
which deals with defined benefit plans only, is not a complete
solution to the 415 problems. Thank you.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
from PERS.

Thank you, Mr. Altman.

Now Ms. Lund

MS. LUND: I'm Sandy Lund, Assistant Executive Officer
for Public Employees• Retirement System. I also thank you for
the opportunity to be a part of this panel today of actuaries,
attorneys, and plan administrators, along with employers.
As a group, we are interested today in pooling what knowledge we
have regarding the limits the federal government has placed on
payment of benefits from public retirement systems, and more
immediately, to shed light on what the advantages are for our
systems to elect to bring our plans into compliance with the
federal limitations, using this unique grandfather opportunity
available to us this year.
The questions we are faced with don't have easy answers. While
the attorneys and the actuaries participating on the panel may
have answers as to what the law requires and how to calculate
limits, it will be up to the administrators of the plans of the
California public retirement systems to decide, based on this
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informationi whether to work towards bringing our plans into
compliance, and if so, how to go about doing this
Because of the differences in our plans, there may well be a
separate best solution for each separate plan.
In this regard,
PERS has sponsored a bill, SB 200, authored by Senator Russell,
which will add the required 415 language to the law in order to
bring California PERS into compliance.
I agree with the prior speaker that, from all appearances, the
federal government appears to be increasing its seriousness as
it relates to the regulation of benefits provided by public
employers for their employees.
Last year, we said it couldn't be done. We could not comply
with 415. And for that reason, not for California alone, but
for public pension systems in general, the federal government
did pass this one-time opportunity under the grandfather clause.
The question now facing us is: will the federal government
enforce the 415 limits after January 1st, 1990, and can we, as
plan administrators and board members, afford to gamble that
they won't?
After attending several presentations on this issue,
I am
convinced that our public pension systems, our members, the
employers, and ultimately the taxpayers of the state stand to
lose an unestimated but a very, very large sum of money to
additional taxes if we are not extremely careful in exercising
our fiduciary duty as plan administrators and as board members
to do our very best to protect the qualification status of our
plans.
And I thank you for this opportunity, Assemblyman.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
a statement? Mr. Mosman.
MR. HOSMAN:
Senator Russell.

Thank you.

Anyone else wish to make

Just a brief statement, Assemblyman Elder,

I want to also thank you for the opportunity. Jim Mosman, I'm
the Chief Executive Officer, State Teachers' Retirement System.
The question of 415 compliance will be before our board this
month, June 23rd.
Because of the inherent complexity of the
issue, the staff has not made a formal recommendation to the
board at this point in time, and we're hopeful that the hearing
today will shed additional information that will aid us in doing
that.
I
must confess,
I've
personally been to
a number of
presentations on this issue, and every time I leave one of them,
I walk out, it seems, with more questions than when I went in.
- 7 -

Our initial analysis of the STRS data base and our benefic
indicates that we believe that few, if any, STRS benefit
recipients are currently out of compliance with Section 415.
However, because of the severe consequences of noncompliance
with Section 415 even if one member were to be discovered, I am
leaning to a recommendation which would support building Section
415 limits into our plan for all new members.
I would, of course, be interested in learning of any pitfalls to
this approach that might come out today.
With me today, behind me and previously introduced, is Ms.
Paulson from the law firm of Heron, Burchette, Ruckert and
Rothwell.
She is an expert on tax matters as they relate to
pension plans.
A couple of the previous speakers indicated the desirability of
having not only the Section 415 question, but the entire issue
of tax compliance relating to the entire plan looked at.
We
have, in fact, hired the Heron, Burchette firm to look a:t the
entire issue of tax compliance with both federal and State law;
Section 415 is one of the issues, of course, that they will be
looking at. We expect recommendations from their firm in the
near future.
Again, I'm looking forward to the testimony today.
CO-CHAIRMAN
Mr. Coon.

ELDER:

All

right, any

other presenters?

MR. COON:
Thank you. My name is Wendell Coon.
represent the Department of Personnel Administration.

I

I
just wanted to make a couple of points very quickly here.
We're in the process of trying to figure out the implications of
415, too. We have 150-160,000 people in the PERS system, and a
few in STRS, and so we're interested in that part of it.
But as the group may be aware, we have further responsibility to
administer a lot of other programs for State employees. And all
of these programs figure into the IRS formula for trying to
determine whether an employer is in compliance with the 415
limits or not.
And those things include things like our
flexible spending accounts, and flexible benefit programs under
Section 125 and 129, the 403(b) programs, 457, 40l(k), the
employer pickup.
One of the things, my chief uneasiness, I think, about all of
this is that in a lot of the literature, the impact of those
elements on the overall program don't seem to quite get the
attention they should have. It's probably possible to design a
good reti~ement system which would meet the law, but once the
impact from all of those are considered, you know, it may be a
different question.
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So, to the extent that I can
other folks to
those questions, I'm interested in doing that also.

about

Thank you.
CO~CHAIRMAN ELDER:
Mr. Coon, I think it is curious that
people have not been more interested
I suppose they would get
very interested if we did nothing and their paychecks were
reduced by some 25 percent of the cost of the retirement system
benefits. In our case, that would be substantial.

Our employees are typically in PERS, paying from 5 to 10
percent, in the case of public safety, and their agencies are
paying from about 12 percent to as high as 50 percent, depending
upon the classification.

•

So, when you take 25 percent of that, and then figure out how
much money that is in terms of taxes, and then reduce that off
of their net income; I shocked the Sergeant who was driving me
over here today to suggest to her that her take-home pay would
be reduced by about $300 a month. That got her attention.
As you can see, this is of pressing import to the Members of our
Committees. Mr. Descamp.
MR.
DESCAMP:
Russell, Senator Green.

Thank

you,

Chairman

Elder,

Senator

I'm John Descamp.
I'm the Retirement Administrator for the
Sacramento County Employees' Retirement System, and I also serve
as President of the State Association of County Retirement
Systems, otherwise known as SACRS.
As can be seen from a reading of TRA '86 and TAMRA of '88, as
they relate to Section 415, this is a very complex and
complicated
issue, and one that requires cooperation and
consultation with all parties if we are to act responsibly and
prudently in dealing with the matter.
I and my fellow SACRS administrators and fiduciaries have,
through our individual and collective efforts, acting from
within and independent from our association, and through our
hired consultant, attempted to bring to the attention of the
Legislature the importance of addressing this matter in a public
forum and acting decisively on the matter. We were successful
in sponsoring what is SB 875, and we're very thankful to Senator
Russell for authoring the bill.
As fiduciaries, we have a responsibility to discharge our duties
with care, skill, prudence and diligence. With respect to this
issue and over the last year, we believe that we have done so by
bringing this matter to the attention of the Legislature,
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encouraging
and
participating
in
the
dissemination of
information with respect to this issue, and making ourselves
available for explanation, consultation and appropriate action
when necessary.
Following
this
symposium,
and
any
subsequent
similar
informational meetings, we strongly recommend and hope that all
parties
will work together to assist the Legislature in
developing a comprehensive and decisive response to the Section
415
debacle in
order
to protect the
benefit systems'
participants and beneficiaries, minimize employer contributions,
and defray reasonable expenses of administering the systems.
I thank you and your staff for assisting us in that endeavor.
CO-CHAIRMAN

ELDER:

Thank you, Mr. Descamp.

All right,

Ms. Ahn.

MS. AHN: Assemblyman Elder, Senator Russell, my name is
Sandra Ahn.
I am the Director of Executive and Financial
Programs for the University of California system-wide benefit
programs.
Our benefit programs include four retirement plans under the
umbrella name of University of California Retirement System.
UCRS is a governmental retirement defined benefit plan, covering
approximately 88,000 faculty and staff at our nine UC campuses,
and three national laboratories with contracts through the
Department
of Energy.
UCRS administers
its benefits in
conformance with the applicable federal law, including the
defined benefit limit of Section 415 and other sections of the
Internal Revenue Code, such as 401, et cetera.
Consequently, the specific changes to Section 415 in the Tax Act
of 1986 did not require a policy change. UCRS will recommend to
its Board of Regents that we file for the special grandfather
election, which will permit the plan to pay the full accrued
benefits to its current membership. For members after 01/01/90,
we will then follow the applicable federal limits.
The current defined benefit limits applicable to governmental
plans provide advantages for early retirement; that is, any
retirement age below Social Security re~irement age. While the
grandfather election will result in the loss of this advantage,
we prefer to avoid reducing benefits to our current members and
face the possible cutbacks for hires in the future. Our reason
simply is that given the legislative history of pension and tax
law, it is impossible to predict with any certainty what the
outcomes will be. Consequently, UCRS is seeking the method that
will minimize a reduction to its current membership.
Thank you.
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Thank you, Ms. Ahn. Next, I'd like
Cecil Green of
the Senate Public
Committee for his opening statement.

~~~~n:

to
recognize
Employment and

Chairman

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Elder.
CO-CHAIRMAN
for arranging the use
First
his
room
's seminar. I think that
Section 415 is one of the most
compliance with IRS
this Legislature during his
important
beginning of this session, Senator Russell,
session.
to carry two bills that have served
sitting on
as
vehic
415 compliance.
And at Senator
Russell's
,
Cox was hired to staff this Section
415 compliance effort.

•

As Chairman of
Senate policy committee, I want to thank
Senator Russ~ll personal
for the work that he has already put
into finding a solution to this major problem .
And in addition to that, this morning I met with representatives
of the Los Angeles County Retirement System. One of my bills
that is in the Assembly may be used to put a new tier of
benefits
into
place
for county
employees hired
after
January 1st, 1990. This new tier will comply with Section 415,
we feel.
plan to have this bill in print
as long as possible and
looked at by as many experts as we can find to be sure that we
are complying with
federal law with as little impact as
possible on the benefits of the county employees.
I

I think the
lature's efforts on this matter are starting to
show s
ficant progress, and this seminar is proof of that.

I want to thank all
you, all the people that are here today
to
testify, because without your help
and without your
expertise, we'll never accomplish this major goal.

•

With that, I think that we'll have the problem fixed, and
there's a solution to the problem, and all of us are part of
that team. I want to be part of it. Mr. Felderstein, who is
our consultant, wants to be part of it, and I know all of you
want to be part of it.
So, let's get it done, get the job done, get a good conclusion,
and we'll comply with 415.
Thank you, Mr. Elder.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
I

can't help

but

Thank you, Senator Green.

observe that we
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are, ourselves, members

of

retirement systems, being in the Legislative Retirement System,
and this will have an effect on the Legislative Retirement
System contribution levels.
I wondered if Mr. Kinney might take under advisement a question
relative to whether we have any
lict
interest in
proposing solutions to this dilemma.
I'd be anxious if you'd
consult with our good friends at Common Cause and elsewhere as
to how we might get out
this difficulty created by our
federal government. So, Mr. Kinney, you might
that down
and get back to us sometime in the near future.
All right, our first question, I have a two-part question, and
I'd like to begin with Mr. Grossman, if he's ready.
What is a qualified plan?
MR. GROSSMAN: A qualified plan is a
that meets various requirements in Section
Internal Revenue Code.

retirement plan
40l(a) of the

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: What tax advantages are available to
employees covered by qualified plans in the public sector, Mr.
Leavitt?
MR. LEAVITT: There are several tax advantages that are
available to qualified plans. One of them, obviously, is not a
benefit that is needed by public employers, and that is the
deductibility of the contributions.
From the employee's point of view, however, the contribution by
the employer is not taxable at the time it is made, but rather
is deferreq and taxed when it is received, not when it's made or
when it vests.
Also, the assets of the fund are tax exempt, which permit pretax
accumulation, which we all know is a significant advantage over
time.
And lastly, there are some -today than previously, but
still some -- favorable tax treatments available upon receipt of
primarily lump sum distributions from qualified plans.
Also, I ought to add that qualified plans permit things such as
the pickup of employee contributions, which is widely used by
many of the systems here where the -- I think you know --the
employer picks up under Code Section 414(h)(2) the employee
contribution, converting it into a before-tax contribution.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Has any public pension plan ever
been disqualified? Does anybody know of any publ
plan being
disqualified? Mr. King.
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HR. KING: If you'll accept hearsay, I've heard of one
that was disqualified about -- I heard five years ago.
Would you care for the hearsay?
St. Joseph,

Do you

of St.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
MR.
one.

I

do~·t

want to track it down?
, Missouri?

KING: Yes. I just say that if you want to check
know that they have, but I heard that secondhand.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: All right. Anyone else know of any
public pension plan ever being disqualified? Never happened
before? That's helpful.
And lastly, there are some -- fewer today than previously, but
still some -- favorable tax treatments available upon receipt of
primarily lump sum distributions from qualified plans.
Also, I ought to add that qualified plans permit things such as
the pickup of employee contributions, which is widely used by
many of the systems here where the -- I think you know --the
employer picks up under Code Section 414(h)(2) the employee
contribution, converting it into a before-tax contribution.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Has any public pension plan ever
been disqualified? I throw that out to the group. Does anybody
know of any public plan being disqualified? Mr. King.
MR. KING: If you'll accept hearsay, I've heard of one
that was disqualified about -- I heard five years ago.
Would you care for the hearsay?
St. Joseph, Missouri.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
one.

Do you

want to track it down?

The City of?

MR. KING: Yes. I just say that if you want to check
I don't know that they have, but I heard that secondhand.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: All right. Anyone else know of any
public pension plan ever being disqualified? Never happened
before?
That's helpful. Mr. LeSueur, what is Section 415, and
what kind of plans does 415 apply to?
MR. LeSUEUR: Section 415 is, in the Internal Revenue
Code, a section that describes how qualified plans need to limit
their benefits. So, Section 415 applies only to plans that want
to be qualified under Section 401(a) of the Code, which has
previously been described to us, the advantages of being a
qualified plan.
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MR. LEAVITT:

Mr. Chairman, could I add?

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Certainly.

HR. LEAVITT: That means that 415 does not apply to 457
plans of deferred compensation. They are not qualified plans.
On the other hand, plans such as 40l(k) plans are qualified
plans and are subject to the 415 limits. Also, 403(b) annuities
are subject to the limits.
ELDER:
CO-CHAIRMAN
Internal Revenue Code.

How

about

Section

125

of

the

MR. LEAVITT: Section 125 plans are not retirement plans
subject to 401(a), so they are not subject to the 415 limits
either.
They do, as was pointed out previously, though, impact
on 415 limits because they reduce taxable compensation against
which the 415 limit is measured.
I should note for the sake of completeness that 457 and 401(k)
also reduce taxable compensation and impact on 415 that way, but
the benefits paid by the 457 plan are not subject to the 415
limits.
I would encourage the panel that
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
if you're going to err, err on
it's better to be a little
being more complete than you think necessary, because this is
new to a lot of us.
Mr.
Altman, are deferred compensation plans sponsored by
governmental employers qualified plans? Are they subject to 415
limitations?
MR" ALTMAN: Mr. Chairman, effectively reiterating what
was just said, the so-called 457 plans are not directly limited
by these maximum benefit limitations of Section 415. However,
they do have, as my colleague describes, something of a back
door effect by reducing compensat~on that is otherwise figured
into the IRS equations.
CO-CHAIRMAN
percent limit

ELDER:

So as far as

the percentage of 100

MR.
ALTMAN:
That's correct, you're
lowering the
compensation so that the limit of 100 percent of compensation is
a lower number.
CO-CHAIRMAN

ELDER:

So,

that's

a sort of

a "gotcha";

right?
MR. ALTMAN:
hidden in this area.

Yeah, it's one
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of the many little

tricks

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Then I think I asked you, are they
subject to the Section 415 limitations, and I think your answer
was yes, in a back door sort of way.
MR. ALTMAN: Yes, the benefits provided, no, but they do
impact the 415 limitations of an individual.
CO-CHAIRMAN
like 403(b) and --

ELDER:

And the same answer for other plans

MR. ALTMAN: No, the answer's different for 403(b) and
40l(k).
The employee's and employer contribution into these
plans are factored in both as a contribution and as a reduction
in salary, so they are covered. 403(b) and 401(k) are covered,
both from a benefit limitation and a reduction in salary point
of view.
CO-CHAIRMAN
ELDER:
All
right.
post-retirement cost-of-living adjustments,
Section 415? And if so, how?

Jon
King, are
COLAS, limited by

MR. KING: Essentially, the pension benefits that are
paid from a retirement plan are subject to an annual limit, and
those annual limits are adjusted by cost-of-living provisions
within the Internal Revenue Code.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Up or down?

MR. KING: They are adjusted up, and frankly, I don't
recall if it goes down
there's a floor.
Somebody else might
be also to answer that.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: So, it's your testimony, then, that
there is an escalation provision in the percentages or the
limits?
limits.

MR. KING:
Not in the
It's always 100 percent.

percentages.

In

the dollar

However, the dollar benefit that results from applying the 100
percent limitation to an employee would then be indexed, but not
the 100 percent number. The 100 is always 100 percent.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: So if your 100 percent were, at the
time of retirement, $2,000 a month, that 100 percent still
applies, but the $2,000 a month has a price escalator in it?
MR. KING:

That 2,000 could go up.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
MR. KING:

Could go up.

Yes, providing the plan is drafted properly.
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CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: And our COLAS, the most popular is a
2 percent compounded COLA. Are they more generous than that,
and will you then be able to stay under it?
MR. KING: I'm not sure of the exact IRS position on
what's acceptable and what's not, but it's the IRS's definition
of cost-of-living that counts.
The public plan in California's definition of the
cost-of-living is really immaterial. It's just -- you can do
what you want with cost-of-living, as long as you check your
answer versus the IRS limits. They use their own definition.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Yet to be established?

MR. KING: Well, I mean, there are definitions. I can't
quote you chapter and verse on what it is, but it's the IRS Code
that controls the maximum. It's the State Legislature that
controls basic amount.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Anyone else want to add to that?
First I have Mr. LeSueur, then Mr. Altman, and then Ms. Ahn.
MR.
LeSUEUR:
Just to clarify
the cost-of-living
increase, the IRS limits are based on a national CPI index, and
they would be indexed on the full CPI increase. So, whereas
many of the the local PERS or the State PERS are often based on
local CPI indexes with some kind of a maximum, so as long as the
actual CPI increase the plan members are receiving is less than
the national full CPI, then you'll be okay.
CO-CHAlRMAN ELDER:

Mr. Altman.

MR. ALTMAN: Yes, sir. It's my understanding that the
cost-of-living adjustments provided ~nder most public retirement
systems in this state could run afoul of the 415 limitations.
The limitation is the lesser of 100 percent of, I believe, it's
three-year final compensation, or it was $90,000, and that
$90,000 figure escalates.
But the 100 percent of final compensation does not escalate, and
the retiree collecting benefits over 15 or 20 years could find
themselves in the position where their actual benefit, because
of the COLA, is running afoul of the 100 percent limitation.
Now, I've looked for some confirmation, but I believe that is my
understanding.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
be affected, would they?
MR. ALTMAN:

But that individual really wouldn't

Well, affected as I understand it --

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Their agency would.
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MR. ALTMAN:
Their COLA, as I understand it, would
effectively be frozen out. It couldn't exceed the 100 percent
of compensation.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
And of course, even though
contract that they entered employment on says otherwise .•.
MR. ALTMAN:

That's a dilemma.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
Ms.
Senator Russell has a question.
MS.

AHN:

the

Ahn, then

Mr. Leavitt,

then

I think there's a possible point of confusion

here.

•

The current governmental limits are higher than the private
sector limits. And I think what these gentlemen are referring
to is the indexation of the private sector limits.
It is possible, I believe as a nonattorney, that there will be a
limit on the governmental dollars until the private sector
limits cross over and the entire schedule increases. That is,
governmental plans have been given an advantage to date. Until
the private sector limits catch up with those governmental
limits, I do not believe the governmental limits are indexed.
But, I defer to the other panelists for clarification.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Mr. Leavitt .

MR. LEAVITT: I think there is confusion here because
there are several parts of the 415 limits that are adjusted, and
maybe we ought to take a look at them all and try and put them
in perspective.

•

As has been pointed out, the limit is the lesser of $90,000 or
100 percent of average three-year compensation. The $90,000
limit is adjusted for cost-of-living increases, and as has been
pointed out, it currently is about a little bit over $98,000.
That's one of the adjustments .
That is compared at the time somebody retires with the 100
percent of pay limit to see what the 415 limitation on that
employee's benefit will be. Once the employee retires, the
Internal Revenue Code contains a cost-of-living adjustment for
the 100 percent of pay limit. Otherwise, what would happen is,
as the $90,000 limit went up so that future retirees could get
higher benefits, prior retirees who were kept by whatever limit
would hit the 100 percent of their pay limit.
So, for employees who have terminated employment, the 100
percent of pay limit also is adjusted for cost-of-living
increases if the plan provides for that.
These are not
automatic increases.
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The other thing that I think Ms. Ahn was talking about referred
to the fact that the early retirement limits for public plans
currently have a $75,000 floor at age 55, whereas, the private
sector limits do not. That $75,000, however, is not adjusted
for cost-of-living increases.
The early retirement private sector limits are reduced limited
from the $90,000 limit, which is adjusted. So, at some point in
the future, if Congress doesn't play games and change this again
as I think many of us think they will -- the $75,000 public
sector limit will be ov~rtaken on early retirement by the
private sevtor limit.
SENATOR RUSSELL: Just to be sure I heard what you said,
the cost-of-living is on top of the final benefit, that $90,000,
which you say is $98,000 and will continue to go up based on
cost-of-living.
Does that mean that we should, in our plan,
mirror the federal cost-of-living, CPI, whatever it is?
MR. LEAVITT:
Well, in terms of the maximum benefit
limitation, I think the answer is definitely yes. The plans
currently have cost-of-living adjustment provisions for the
benefits.
Not all plans have them, but many plans do. That is
a benefit payment provision which is the subject of employer and
labor-management negotiation.
What we're talking about is really not what the benefit is going
to be, but what the maximum benefit permissible under the
Internal Revenue Code will be. And I think you definitely want
to take advantage of the full extent that Congress has given
you, and so you would want to include in the 415 provision that
you added to your statutes the cost-of-living adjustment.
SENATOR RUSSELL: Now, the second equation to that, I
think you said, was that dollar limit, as the cost-of-living
increases, if a person lives long enough, and has a certain
benefit, they could cross over the highest salary that they had
when they were working.
I'm a little unsure as to whether that puts them out of
compliance, or whether there is a cost-of-living factor if the
plans provide for it in that dollar maximum also.
Is there a
cost-of-living -MR.
to explain.

LEAVITT:

Yes, there is.

That's

what I was trying

If the plan provides for it for terminated employees, the 100
percent of pay limit for them also increases so that they
cannot exceed
so they will not,
just by virtue of the
cost-of-living provision in the plan, exceed their final pay,
and therefore the 415 limit.
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SENATOR RUSSELL: Is there any disadvantage to doing
that?
It sounds like
logical thing to do.
Is there a
downside to it that we don't know about?
MR. LEAVITT:

Not that I can see.
, Mr. Chairman.

SENATOR

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
are two others that have
comments here. I would caution you that we certainly want to
encourage this, but we in the Committee have 60 questions, and
we should get to
of it. We are on question number s.
Mr. King, for your comment.
MR. KING: I just wanted to point out that I'd like to
add the answer to Senator Russell's question.
I think that what you use to index -- you have
federal CPI to index the maximums. That's by law.

to use

the

What you choose to do with your plans is -- a plan design issue,
it would certainly ease administration if you adopted the
federal cost-of-living, because then you wouldn't have to check
people out each and every year after they're retired.
So, it would be a good idea from an administration, but from a
plan design point, it depends on what you're trying to do.
CO-CHAIRMAN

ELDER:

Thank you, Mr. King.

That's a good

point.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN: I have a broad question, Mr. Elder.
I think this one is to Mr. Friend.

•

The
sue in front of us a complex one, and I
experience, you probably can answer this one.

think from your

What
415?

doing with this

are other

states

and retirement systems

MR. FRIEND: We understand that the State of New York
has already embraced the grandfather clause, and that the State
of Texas is considering this grandfather clause quite seriously.
The implication of such action is to put further pressure on
this state and other states, and their local jurisdictions,
because the divide and conquer concept, as has been mentioned
before, is a powerful one.
To the extent that the entire public sector might have resisted,
there might have been a stronger argument for the solid position
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taken, but in light of this capitulation and the inclination to
sort of so-called play it safe, we're of the opinion that this
kind of action will lead us down this particular path.
I might also note that there are some six states that are -- and
California's among them -- that are subject to the anti-cutback
concept, either constitutionally, statutorily, or through court
decisions.
These six states are going to be confronted
immediately with this decision before the end of 1990, when the
legislation suggests the deadline might occur, and as has been
observed here by Mr. Elder, the deadline is, for all intents and
purposes, the end of this year, because once an employee is
hired in the subsequent year and no decision has been made, then
that
person would be protected by
the constitution, or
statutory, or decision, and then there'd be a conflict if later
on in the year it were embraced retroactively.
So, that's a long-winded answer to your question.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Some of these will be repetitive, but
you understand that in order to make sure that we ask all the
questions, this is unavoidable, as we could not anticipate that
some of your answers would go beyond the narrow framing of our
original question. But to make sure that we are getting full
and complete answers, and if you think it's been addressed in
the transcript, you can make it as brief as appropriate.
This will be to Mr. Leavitt.
Reform Acts affect Section 415?

How

did the 1986

and '88 Tax

MR. LEAVITT: Well, the 1986 Act was the time when, as a
result of lobbying by state and local governmental employers and
plans, Congress first dealt with this issue of the lack of 415
limitations in governmental plans. It came up in the context of
the early retirement reductions.
To put it into perspective, these limits that we talk about -$98,000, or 100 percent of final average three-year pay -- are
limitations on benefits payable at Social Security retirement
age, currently 65.
If a person retires and begins rece~v~ng benefits before that
time, the 415 provisions require an actuarial reduction -require a reduction in the maximum benefit.
As originally
enacted, that reduction had a floor of $75,000 at age 55, and
had reductions from age 62 not from age 65.
In 1986, as a revenue-ra~s~ng item, because in the private
sector the cutting back the 415 limits reduces the amount of
funding that employers may put into plans which therefore
reduces the deductions and provides more tax revenue, or
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provides more
early retirement
removed, and
from age 62.

a way to cut the deficit, the
were reduced. The $75,000 floor was
adjustments were made from age 65 rather than

sue
governmental
solve
Act of 198 .

state
some reason

with the
by exempting
retirement reductions would
happened
the Tax Reform
to the old pre-Tax Reform
have a $75,000 floor
rather than age 65.
that was put in for

1

Act limitations.
at age 55,
Also,
was
safety members.

What that
,
, unfortunately, rather than solving the
problem for public
, was brought into sharp perspective the
fact that there was a problem because you don't need an
exception from a
that doesn't apply to you. And therefore,
it became crystal clear that the 415 limits did apply to
governmental plans, and state and local governments turned their
attention to
out to Congress the rock and hard
place
were
if they didn't have a 415 provision.
And in California
states, as has been pointed out,
they couldn't
provision because that would be
violating the
ly protected rights of employees to
continue accruing
at promised levels.
Congress,
1988, provided the grandfather provision
that
but to exact their pound of flesh,
Congress
the governmental early retirement
reductions for employers that elect the grandfather. So, as you
know, the price for protecting your current members is giving up
the
more beneficial early retirement
reductions for new
employees who become members after 1989.

•

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: They've been sold
in the past, so they felt that that was okay .

out historically

We have a comment from Ms. Lund.
MS. LUND:
I'd just like to make a comment. As far as
I've heard,
it's kind of hard to get a
feel for why we're
concerned about these particular limits. So far, it sounds like
it's only going to hit the highly compensated, or the people
that get a very high percentage of benefits, as in 100 percent
of final compensation or $90,000.
Just to put a little
briefly, if I might,
PERS.

perspective on this, I'd like to talk
about what we see the problem to be at
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We see it to be hitting probably the lower employees -- lower
paid employees, and I think this is key. We have people
currently who are clerks who have worked 40 years who are going
to be hit by this.
Further, the 100 percent of final compensation is kind of
misunderstood.
We have a final compensation that we pay
benefits on at PERS and at every retirement system. However, on
this,
we're
probably
talking about
a different
final
compensation amount. That compensation amount will be reduced
by the employer-paid employee contributions to a retirement
system.
So, off the bat, you take away from the final compensation we're
calculating benefits on the amount that is paid before tax.
In
addition, any amount an employee pays to a deferred
compensation program, such as maybe $7500 in the last year
before
retirement, or because you can
double up before
retirement, you could be reducing your final compensation by as
much as $15,000, plus the amount the employer has paid in an
employer-paid employee contributions.
So, if you have a $30,000 final comp. person, they could be
reducing their final compensation, either unknowingly or maybe
they can't do anything about it, by deferred compensation
contributions or by the fact that the employer has been paying
the employee's contributions.
So, we're talking about two final compensations here one which
may be much lower than the second, and I do believe it is a
serious problem, not just one that affects the highly paid
employees.
I did want to make that clear before we went on.

Thank you.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Ms. Lund, you're not saying that the
retirement itself will be reduced?
MS. LUND:

Yes, I am.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Aren't you saying really that if
these limits are violated, that the contribution going in and
the contribution from the employer going into the retirement
system will be subject to income taxes?
MS. LUND: What I'm trying to say, as I understand it,
we're going to have to calculate defined benefit, then we
calculate the limit.
The limit is 100 percent of final
compensation.
What I'm trying to do is give you a brief capsule about how we
would calculate that 100 percent of final comp. limit, and we
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415
that we're thinking
to come into compliance with 415.
on the current bene

So,

question.
, what income
compensation not
one I

to Mr. LeSueur.

MR. LeSUEUR:
0 percent of
compensation test we've
talking about for Section 415,
compensation is
f
as the highest consecutive three
years during the career, not necessarily the final three, but
the highest consecutive three years. And compensation for that
test alone
taxable income. So, it would not
include any Section
deferrals. It would not include any
40l(k) deferrals, any flexible spending account type plans. All
those amounts would be excluded for the definition of pay for
doing this 100 percent test.
Now,
can use
own
for calculating what the
retirement benef
is, but it's only for purposes of doing this
test that compensation that the IRS uses is basically W-2 pay.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

All right.
we're

We have two more
This question

going to take a break.

County Employees' Retirement Law of
4
with respect to qualifying under

What

1937
401(a)?

MR. LEAVITT: It would be necessary to amend the statute
to add a limitation on benefits under 415.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
MR. MOSMAN:

Mr. Mosman.

Just a clarifying question.

Does that mean that we wouldn't have to necessarily go through
the statute and amend the precise defined benefits schedules,
but we could merely kind of cross index the 415 with a general
section, saying:
"In no event shall any benefit provided by
these sections exceed those provided by the Internal Revenue
Service"?
MR.
LEAVITT:
Yes, as a matter
of fact,
it is
permissible under the Internal Revenue Code to incorporate by
reference the provisions of Section 415, and more and more
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employers are doing that because it makes it easier to keep up
with the constant changes that Congress makes. You don't have
to amend your plans every other month or year.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Mr. De scamp.

MR. DESCAMP: But Mr.
you said before in answer
incorporate 415 by reference,
there be a sentence in there
correct?

Leavitt, in getting back to what
to a question on COLAS, if you
I believe you also recommend that
that addresses the COLA; is that

MR. LEAVITT: I think it ought to be clear that what is
being adopted includes the COLA for -- what Mr. Descamp is
talking about is the application of the COLA to post-separated
employees, the COLA to the 100 percent of pay limit, so that
that would be operative, yes.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Mr. King, you had your hand up.

MR. KING: Thank you. I
just wanted to point out the
New York amendment actually was a one-paragraph amendment.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Very good. The last question before
we take our break -- we're going to take a five-minute break -in cases where reciprocity between systems covered by different
employers applies, is there an aggregation of plans? Now, this
would be for any plan administrator who'd care to respond.
MR. DESCAMP: On the basis of the advice that we've
obtained from TPF&C and from Jones Day, we understand that
there's not a direct aggregation of plans.
In effect what I mean is, that as long as the benefits you
receive individually from the respective systems that you have
reciprocity with does not, in and of itself, exceed the benefits
under 415, then you do not have an aggregation of plans.
However, I think that there is a subordinate question, and that
question is: with respect to service credit that an individual
may receive in a plan for service which was in another plan,
even though reciprocity does not apply -- and this is a question
for anybody who might answer this question -- is there a
consideration there that we need to address?
CO-CHAIRMAN

ELDER:

You're talking about

like military

credits?
MR. DESCAMP: Military credit, yes. That would be an
example.
There's another example, for example, a person in a
'37 Act county can receive credit in PERS in that county system
if they cannot receive the credit in PERS itself.
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MR. LeSUEUR: The principle in that calculation is that
all the plans for a single employer have to be aggregated. So,
if you have a plan that counts service from someplace else, it
really doesn't affect -- it doesn't change.
You still have to
take whatever benefits you're earning from that particular plan,
even if it counts service, no matter where it counts service
from.
The total benefit would have to be compared to the
Section 415 limitations, but it would not affect -- if, for
example, you're in a county plan and it counts service while
you're in PERS, the PERS plan you were in is not affected by
that particular calculation. You would still look at the PERS
benefit by itself to see whether it met the 415 limit.
seems.

•

CO-CHAIRMAN
Mr. James.

ELDER:

We don't have consensus on this, it

MR. JAMES:
I
just wanted to add that I think it's
important
to point
out
here that we're
talking about
employer-provided benefits, so if you have any amounts that are
paid by the employee, for example, those would not count towards
the 415 limit directly, the benefit limits.
I think that's
important to add here.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: I think this will tend to complicate
counseling for retirement, won't it, for our employees? Can you
imagine that we can hire enough people that can follow this to
advise people what their retirement is going to be?
Ms. Lund, then we're going to take the break.
MS. LUND: This is one of our large concerns at PERS.
We are a multi-employer plan. Will we have to monitor every
single piece of a potential retiree's allowance to see if one of
those might be going over 100 percent for that particular
employer, and if so, what should we tell them about any plans
they have to defer any compensation? Should they quit deferring
compensation to raise the final compensation for the test, or
just what?

•

It takes us way beyond where we are today as far as trying to
administer and counsel employees so they can make their best
choice .
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: It might be better just to pay them
the money and let them pay the taxes, and then recalculate what
we have to put into the plan.
Do we have that as an option?
MS. LUND: We can do that, but not only will we have to
recalculate their benefit, they have to pay the taxes, but we
also, as plan administrators, then have other risks, such as
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potentially the taxability of our earnings on the fund, which
raises
a whole other specter of fiduciary and financial
problems.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
State bonds, or something.

So we might have

to buy tax-exempt

All right, we're going to take a short break.
(Thereupon a brief recess was taken.)
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Okay, that concludes the break.

We are going to commence again with the questions.
Senator
Green will take over this portion of the hearing for questions,
and then we have more questions for Senator Russell to pose, and
of course I would remind those Members of the Committee that
they interject a question at any time, as also the panel members
if they hear something at variance with their understanding of
the present reality.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Thank you, Mr. Elder.

I'd start with how are ancillary benefits which are not directly
related to retirement income benefits affected by 415?
Who would like to field that one?
MR. KING:

They're not affected.

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR. KING:

Mr. King.

They're not affected.

Why not?

415 is a limitation on retirement benefits.

There would be some possibility, for instance, if a disability
benefit wasn't drafted correctly, then a disability benefit
could be covered by the Section 415 limits, especially when you
factor -- we haven't talked about the ten-year phase in rule,
but if you had a disability benefit that wasn't drafted
properly, and it looked just like a retirement benefit, then it
would be subject.
I mean, regular disability benefits aren't subject to 415, but
if they're drafted as a retirement benefit, they are, and you
could have real problems with service-connected disabilities,
say, in the first year of eligibility.
But bottom line, ancillary benefits after retirement will
increase or affect some benefits, but ancillary benefits before
retirement are not affected.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
ten-year or phase in period?

All right. Can you explain
What does that rule mean?
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the

MR. KING: Well, you need to have -- the full limits
under Section 415 are only applicable after someone has ten
years of participation or service in the plan. If they only
have one year of service, literally the limits are cut to
one-tenth of what we thought we we~e saying; in other words,
$9,800 and change, or 10 percent of compensation.
CO-CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

It's 10 percent per

year, in other

words.
MR. KING:

Yes.

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
Say, for instance, a person ten
years after five years in a plan, then he's frozen in at 50
percent of the final salary?

•

MR. KING:

Yes .

CO-CHAIRMAN
that one?

GREEN:

Do you

have any follow

through on

Number two, what is the distinction between employer and
employee contribution when paying full retirement benefits?
There is a distinction between the two as far as 415 is
concerned.
Ms. Paulson.
MS. PAULSON:
Senator Green, the distinction between
employer and employee provided benefits is basically that the
limitations of 100 percent of compensation, or $98,000, apply to
the employer-provided portion of the benefits.
When you're looking at the benefit that a particular employee is
entitled to at retirement, you have to go through a series of
actuarial calculations and determine the portion of that benefit
that is attributable to employee contributions and the portion
of that benefit that is attributable to employer contributions.
There are some combined plan limitations that play in here, but
generally
the 100 percent of
the high three years
of
compensation,
or
the
$98,000,
only
applies
to
the
employer-provided portion of the benefit.
414(h)
pickup
payments
are considered
to be
employer
contributions, and they're on that side of the equation and not
on the employee side of the equation.
SENATOR RUSSELL: So, there's a fudge factor, then, for
plans where the employee makes tontributions so he could
actually go above the 98,000?
MS. PAULSON: Well, Senator Russell, I wouldn't exactly
characterize it as a fudge factor, but yes, you can
the
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employee-p~ovided
portion of the benefit does allow, within
certain limits, the retirement benefit to exceed the $98,000 or
well, it can exceed the $98,000.

SENATOR RUSSELL:
in with number one.
If you have a
got this kincl
separate plan
whether it's
separate that
employee.

One other question, and it maybe ties

high paid person coming in after 1990, and you've
of a plan, and they're maxed out, can there be a
of some sort, whether it's money in a sock, or
a bond, an annuity, or something, completely
would be taxable to both the employer and

Would that impact on the regular plan?
MS. PAULSON: Section 415 only applies to benefits under
qualified plans. Any other Key Man plans, or plans of deferred
compensation which are currently taxable to the employee, or
taxable at retirement and the employee has no entitlement to it
prior to retirement, those do not affect the 415 qualified plan
limits.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Thank you.

MR. LEAVITT: Senator Russell, I'd like to point out in
elaborating on that, that in the public sector, because of
Section 457 of the Internal Revenue Code, you have an additional
problem that the private sector employers do not have when you
are talking about unfunded plans, or any plans of deferred
compensation, whether or not they are elective or nonelective.
In the private sector, you may know that what happens with
executives is that their benefits in excess of the 415 limits
are provided by their employers under Top Hat plans, or SERPs,
or things like that, supplemental plans that are paid directly
by the employer when the executive retires. And those amounts
under the tax law, if they are properly structured, are not
taxable to the employees until they're actually received.
In the public sector, however, Section 457 in the eyes of the
IRS applies to all deferred compensation. That means that
attempts by governmental employers to provide these payments
such as you're describing on a nontaxable basis have to be fit
within the parameters of Section 457.
Now, 457, of course, is the section that provides for deferred
compensatiqn plans that you're probably all familiar with: the
$7500 a year; you can double up just before retirement, and so
on. However, that section is much broader than that, and if you
have
a deferred
compensation
if you
have deferred
compensation that is provided that is not subject to the $7500
limit, that otherwise is not subject to the various rules to be
an eligible plan under 457, then under Section 457(f), it
becomes an inelig!ble plan, and the amo~nt will be taxed to the
- 28 -

the employer defers it, or
employee
employee at
defers it, unless it is subject to a substantial risk of
ect to the provisions of substantial
forfeiture by being
services.
Now
can
compensation
that

•

You
amounts of
soon as that employee retires,
will be taxable because
that's being provided.

So,
415 dilemma in the public sector is
this pervasive
of Section 457 by the IRS, which was,
in a back door way, validated by Congress in TAMRA when they
prevented the IRS from applying 457 to bona fide plans of
vacation plans, severance plans, sick pay plans, and so on,
which the IRS was
trying to apply 457 to because, if you
think about
, those plans also defer compensation in the sense
that when you have a vacation pay plan or sick pay plan, often
you can carry over from one year to the next unused six days, or
whatever.
That, in the eyes of
the IRS, is deferring
compensation.
Congress said no, 457 doesn't apply to that in TAMRA, but by
silence, they validated the IRS position that it does apply to
all other nonelective deferred compensation.
SENATOR
RUSSELL:
Money
that's put
aside in
a
supplemental plan in order to more fully compensate a high paid
employee, how does the 415 plan evaluate that as it relates to
the 415, or does
?
It's part of their income?
It's
considered as a total amount of their income, and 415 will reach
out and figure that in some way?

•

MR.
LEAVITT:
If
the amount
of this
deferred
compensation is excluded from taxable income, then it will not
be counted for 415 purposes under the 100 percent of pay
limit,whether it's an eligible 457 plan, you know, a $7500
contribution or whatever, or whether it's an ineligible 457(f)
plan that is not taxed because it's not vested in the sense that
you have to keep working to get it .
So, there is that 415 impact. But otherwise, 415 will not apply
to the payment of those dollars when the tmployee actually gets
them.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
I guess this is a question that
probably I'll get an answer later but not for now, but it seems
to me there needs to be some way in which we can accommodate the
415, but for those few people, perhaps like the President of the
University of California, or some physicians or high paid
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, some
which,

speciality people in State
them, over and above the
have these limits.

compensate
1990, will

Is there a simple way
MR.

LEAVI'I'T:

•t

I

a

simple way.
I agree with you that this
a s
f
problem for paying
talented and qualif
employees.
Unfortunately, governmental
employers in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 were lumped together
with tax-exempt employers when, for the
time, tax-exempt
employers were made eligible for 457.
The possibility for abuse in
greater in the tax-exempt
governmental area, and so
providing opportunities under
benefits.

of compensation is much
area than it
in the
been very leery about
457 for the payment of

Now, there is some poss
worked out, and
there are efforts to try
Congress to exempt nonelective
deferred compensation of governmental employers from Section
457.
Unfortunately, as was mentioned earl
, when Congress
thinks it has solved a problem, it doesn't
to have to go
back and solve
again.
So, it's
guess whether
there'll be a satisfactory resolution.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

to Ms. Ahn.

I understand that
in their plan the

Without gqing into
University planning some
compensation to make
President would
to

MS. AHN:

We are

,
just a s
sort of

the
extra
future

?

some

it
not

a

would be direct
been decided.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. JAMES:

Russell, can I

jump in

?

One of the things that
thought this out -- there
reciprocity agreement among
who happen to go over the 4

considered -- I
haven't fully
may be some way of developing a
to take care
people

haven't
As I say, I
target on the wall if

out,
wants to take a
30 -

I'll put the
at

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR.

One
that
connection
special
normal ,

FRIEND:

Mr. Friend.

I just wanted to comment on the difference
, which has been mentioned here, and a
Plan", which we hear an awful

sector

kind
sector.

excess benefits;
is
generally in
excess of $200,000, which is a
of a problem.
It doesn t apply,

When
excess plans, which may be a solution
to
and
's what you were referring to,
Senator Russell -- except
the Section 457 problem which was
mentioned here, when we
about the excess plan, it certainly
stands as a
to the kind of thing that Sandy Lund
mentioned
is for the low paid employee who could
very well exceed Section 415 limits because of the 100 percent
of compensation area. These are long service employees whose
multiplier times
would lead to that 100 percent
kind of result.
have a problem with the $7500
the other hand, the higher paid

These
issue,
employee

an awful lot of pressure on the
this issue that was mentioned, and
opportunity in the suggestion you
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Mr . King .

MR. KING: Thank you.
I would like to disagree with Mr.
Friend on one score, and that is, Buck feels that the $200,000
limitation is applicable to the public sector. That's another
one of those "gotchas" that we think you should review.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Thank you.

Then on another question, are our benefits which are provided
from contributions which are picked up pursuant to Section
414(h)(2) treated as employee contributions for purposes of
Section 415(b)? Mr. LeSueur.
MR. LeSUEUR: I think that's been mentioned before, that
the section -- any employee contributions picked up under that
section on a pretax basis are considered employer contributions
for purposes of Section 415. So, they do not reduce the 415
limit.
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CO-CHAIRMAN
using 414(h)(2)?

GREEN:

Do you know

that is

of

not

MR. LeSUEUR:
Sure, there are plans that are still where
the employee contributions are
being made on a post-tax
basis.

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
under 414?

So

out there

's a

of plans who have used
MR.
LeSUEUR:
There ' s a
where
the employee
414(h),
but there
are
contribution is being made by the employee from his after-tax
income.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
contributions
which are
limitations?

next would
up

not

be, are
subject

employee
to 415

MR. LEAVITT: Senator Green, yes, they are, but they're
not subject to the $90,000, 100 percent
pay limit. They're
subject to the defined contribution limit, which is $30,000 or
25 percent of compensation. That is a limit on contributions
into the plan, not benefits from the plan.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN: I see. In other words, that's going
to affect the little person, as Ms.
said earlier in
testimony.
SENATOR
Mr. Leavitt.

RUSSELL:

Let

me

You're saying the employee over the
or her career, cannot put
,
$30,000? Is that what you ~aid?
MR.
LEAVITT:
an annual limit.

Each

clarify

his own

what

you

said,

his career,
money, more than

$30,000 or 25 percent is

It gets more complicated because
making
subject to
contributions that are not picked
contributions,
both the defined bene
1
the $90,000 and 100 percent
contribution
limit
of $30,000 or 25
the employee
contributions.
And by
ect to both
limitations, there is a combined limitation
applies as
well, which I won't go into at
point unless somebody really
SENATOR RUSSELL: But for
need to worry about the $30,000,
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purposes, we don't
we, in our publ
plans?

MR. LEAVITT:

No .

SENATOR RUSSELL:
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
000
1
Would
MR.

LEAVITT:

It

employee

•

Thank you.
Maybe a scenario of this case (where
an employee has been in
money, then bought back.
follow this rule?
be
it was
answer is yes.

an unpicked up

I guess
which you would have to worry about
that 1
systems that have 40l(k) plans, and some of
them do. Those are defined contribution plans that are also
subject
to that $30,000/25 percent
limitation, and that
limitation is an employer by employer limitation.
So, you'd
have to aggregate the employee contribution to the retirement
plan as well as the 40l(k) plan.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR.
Mr. Leavitt.

DESCAMP:

Mr. Descamp.
Senator

Russell,

a

question

for

If
an
individual
is
redepositing
previously withdrawn
contributions, as you just described, and the total amount of
the redeposit exceeds $30,000, but that amount is composed of
interest which was previously earned on the contributions while
they were
system and interest which is charged to the
individual because of the redeposit itself, is the interest also
considered as a part of that 30,000, or is it simply the
contributions
were made?
MR. LEAVITT: I'm not sure, off the top of my head.
I
think it would all be subject to the limit, but I'd want to look
at it further. Maybe someone else knows.
one?

•

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN: Any other one have an answer to that
That's one for research.
MR. KING:

That's our position .

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Mr. Elder.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
There is a substantial unfunded
health care liability for public agencies in the State of
California. We rather casually estimated it at something around
$100 billion for the 4,000 special districts, 58 counties, 600
cities, and 1100 school districts, all unfunded.
My AB 1104
last year ~et up a prefunding mechanism which is voluntary.
I wonder, how would any excesses that are considered as far as
plan design, if they were deposited into accounts for employers
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for their unfunded health care 1
benefits, could that help to reduce
some extent? Does anyone have
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Mr

retirement health
problem to

LeSueur.

MR.
LeSUEUR: I
be taking some assets from
them for retiree medical
CO-CHAIRMAN

ELDER:

of

Yes,

those

assets would put you over the
MR.
LeSUEUR:
Well,
deals with limitations on

of

To the extent that you have
separate issue. But it
, on the
plans issue, that is a problem
a qualified plan is that you are
benefits you pay to -- for retiree medical

all, only
that's a
of your
ions of
amount of

specif
how you
In fact, there is a
of
one
the rulings is you
set that up. One of the -- in
cannot, under a qualified plan,
excess assets or assets
over to a retiree
from a retir~ment plan and just move
medical plan. So, that currently,
qualified plans,
I
would not be allowed.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

The next question: What's
annuities and joint and
difference matter for

straight-life
does the

MR..
JAMES:
The
benefits that are paid
And there
an exception

Essentially, a
provides some
of the retiree. There
survivor annuities that meet
annuity requirements. So
out benefits in the
which meets certain
be provided within
limitations.

a form which
beneficiaries
to joint and
and survivor
igned to pay
annuity,
that can
usting the
have our
systems,

CO-CHAIRMAN

STRS, PERS have
and that would come
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MR. JAMES: As long as it meets the requirements of a
qualified joint-survivor annuity, and there's a lengthy section
in the Code that deals with that with respect to how much can be
how much has to be provided in the form of a post retirement
death benefit, and how those benefits have to be provided, when
they're
a lengthy section.
Thank you.
Another
be: Given the fact that PERS contains
over 24
individual contracts, if one contract would have an
employee exceeding the limits, would the entire PERS program be
disqualified under 415? I think that's a very key question on
what we're talking about.
MR. LeSUEUR:

•

I'll venture an opinion.

First of all, I think we should point out that whether-- the
issue again is not whether one individual exceeds the limit.
The issue is whether the plan itself allows the limit to be
theoretically exceeded. So that, even if no one ever exceeds
the limit, if it's possible theoretically in the plan to exceed
these limits, then you technically could be disqualified.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN: Putting it in perspective with our
plans as we have here in the state, it's possible that an
employee, then, is currently exceeding those numbers today. If
one employee exceeded by what we're doing today, then we would
be disqualified from the 415 plan.
MR. LeSUEUR: Again, I think if there -- let's
the question
the 2400 different individual contracts.

get to

My opinion on that would be that they would be regarded as
individual employers, even though they're all covered under the
umbrella of PERS the plan. So that each one of them would have
to
look at their benefit
structure.
If on~ plan
was
disqualified, it would not automatically disqualify all the
other plans.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN: In other words, if one of those 2400
could exceed, then it would only affect that one contract and
not the entire PERS plan?
MR. LeSUEUR:

That's correct.

It isn't necessary that anybody actually exceed, just in that
one contract, in that one individual contract, it's possible
that the plan provisions do not limit the benefits.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
.MR.

KING:

Mr. King.

Senator

Green,

Mr. LeSueur.
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I

basically

agree

with

I would like to point out that
what a plan is, and it could
this room thinks is.

own definition of
what anybody in

It generally revolves
And to the extent
cordoned assets,
would be limited to
But if you really
't have
assets,
one
big plan, and then a problem within
area
poison
the whole umbrella. So,
's real
circumstances
issue, and I think it's one you
, you
should
be addressing and making recommendations on
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Yes

Ms.

son.

MS. PAULSON:
Senator Green,
was basically the
point that I was going to
, too, was that
very well,
for PERS purposes -- I have not looked at
plan. I'm
counsel to STRS, and I've
at their plan, but not
necessarily PERS.
If it is determined that
disqualify in one of their
the entire plan.

ipant could
could disquali

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MS. PAULSON:

'S

point.

Yes.

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
is that we have a
basically, and they are a
2400 contracts.

PERS is basically,
we invest,
they're

SENATOR RUSSELL: Ms
off?
I'm not sure
in separate bank accounts or are
How are they

PERS assets cordoned
f. Are
put
on paper?

MS. LUND:
don't know what
we calculate annual rates by
the liability by employer
employer has for assets.
we
't know,
stocks and which bonds belong to that employer.
and bonds are in a big pool.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Mr.

can

HR. KING:
the investments are
accounting issue

1. I
Every time
assets and
dollars an
, is which
So, the stocks
off?
sue
how
It's more an

sue.
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If each
accounted for properly, and held within
that contracting agency, and if benefits are paid out for that
contracting agency's retirees and other beneficiaries only from
their funds, that's, I think, sufficient accounting for the IRS.
to be wary of is on plan design side,
agency A went belly-up. Are the
B available to the benef iaries of
they are, there's not separate

The

SENATOR RUSSELL:
I presume, then, that the proper
accounting procedures are evident
the PERS system, and that
there's no problem with cordoning them off.
MS. LUND: Well, the answer to that, of course, Senator
Russell, is that we account for everything appropriately.
But, we're coming dangerously close, I
as a single employer system.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MS. LUND:

MS. LUND:
that, then --

Who is coming close to that?

We all here.

SENATOR RUSSELL:
Yes,

think, to defining PERS

We're saying

In this discussion?
in this

discussion.

If

we're doing

SENATOR
RUSSELL:
I didn't
get that.
I
didn't
understand that.
You'd have 2400 different plans, and if
they're properly accounted for, which I believe is the way you
do it anyway, then there's no problem, and their 2400 different
plans will be considered as separate plans. So, if there's a
ringer in one of them, it doesn't affect the others.
That's the way I understand the discussion today.
MR. LEAVITT: Senator Russell, I think there's a more
fundamental issue which was mentioned, and that is that it's not
only whether somebody actually exceeds the 415 limit, but
whether the plan precludes the possibility.
Since the plans we're talking about are all statutory plans, if
the PERS statute does not limit benefits to the 415 limits, then
all 2400 would be disqualified.
Similarly, if the '37 Act is
not amended, then all of the '37 Act plans would be disqualified
technically, and so on.
So, it is very important for the Legislature to recognize the
role that it plays here, because it is the legislature that
provides the means for the various employers to comply.
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SENATOR RUSSELL:

Thank you.

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Mr. King.

MR. KING: I agree with Mr. Leavitt that if you solve
the 415 through some, you know, overriding provision, you won't
have the problem in any of the 2400, so you'd think the problem
has gone away.
Well, it hasn't, because there's still other qualification
issues. And so, I do think you want to focus somewhere down the
line of wh~ther you have one plan or 2400 plans.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR.. DESCAMP:

Thank

Mr. Descamp.
, Senator Green.

I think for purposes of the record, and Mr. Leavitt can correct
me if I'm wrong, he's quoting Treasury Regulation Section
4.415-l(d).
MR. LEAVITT:
I think that's right. You're talking
about the regulation that provides that it has to -- that a plan
has to preclude the possibility of exceeding 415?
MR. DESCAMP:

Right.

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Thank you, Mr. Leavitt.

Mr. Bald.

MR. BALD: Thank you. We've
a lot here today
about qualification and disqualification. I would like to hear
somebody tell me the consequences of disqualification. Someone
enumerate.
CO-CHAIRMAN
question, Mr. Bald.
MR. BALD:

GREEN:

That

was

going

to

my

next

How about Ms.

CO-CHAIRMAN
GREEN:
If ,
for
disqualified on our tax
status as far
concerned, because of something, whether it be tied
not tied together, what would be
ications
our tax exempt status, and what would be the raise
and employee to fix that problem?
MS. LUND:

be

we
are
as PERS is
together or
of PERS to
by employer

How did I draw this question?

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
You're the expert from PERS.

Very
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simple,

I

gave it

to you.

MS. LUND:
luck of the draw.
If we were to become
disqual ied, then, as I understand it, first of all, all of the
money that the employer pays to buy our benefit this year
becomes immediately taxable.
So,
,
State is paying $200 a month to PERS as
an
contribution -- not as the employee pickup, but the
employer contribution -- that will appear, $200 a month times 12
months,
$2400 a year would be added to my gross for taxable
-- reportable taxable income to the IRS and Franchise Tax Board.
This
pays
the

that I
never see. It's money the employer
system on my behalf, but also, more globally, on
of all State employees.

If I don't retire, if I take a refund, I never see that money.
However, I will
taxed on it every year from now until I
terminate or retire. That's one big impact on the employees.
On another front, as I understand it, we stand a pretty grave
risk if we become disqualified of having all of our earnings on
our $51.4 billion taxed. If that occurs, with the understanding
that about 63 percent of our money that comes into the system
each year comes from our investments, that 63 percent then is
taxable.
And if you take that big a piece out of the pie,
somebody's got to f 1 that in. That's either got to be by
increasing the employee's contributions, which is again another
impact on the employee, or by increasing the employer rate into
PERS. It's got to be made up from somewhere.
That
ultimately rolls down to the taxpayer, because it's an
additional increased cost tb doing governmental business.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
guesstimate of how much?
MS. LUND:

Do

No, I don't.

you

have

any

rule

of thumb

The basic "lots and lots".

(Laughter. )
CO-CHAIRMAN
investments.
MS. LUND:

GREEN:

Well,

we

have

lots and

lots of

That's right.

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN: It's a double whammy. Number one is
the income tax the employee, and then it's the income tax by the
State on the investments that we make.
So, it's the double
whammy.
Basically who it's going to hurt are the employees themselves,
because as it goes by, we won't have the funds to pay the
retirement dollar.
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MS. LUND: That's right, and we, as administrators and,
of course, as board members, have a fiduciary responsibility, I
believe, not to allow this to happen. So, I haven't focused so
much on how much is that going to cost.
I focused,
as a
fiduciary and an administrator, on how to keep this from
happening.

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MS. LUND:

me

to

, too.

Thank you.

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Ms.

MS. PAULSON: Senator Green, Ms. Lund
exactly right
with some of the consequences of disqualification.
What she did not mention is
to accrued benefits for each and
that they are currently vested in
employer
contributions are
taxable
disqualification.

the amount attributable
employee in the system
are attributable to
as
the
date of

So, if an employee has a lump sum of $100-120,000 worth of
accrued benefit in the plan, they're going to
taxed on that,
and they're not going to have access to those funds until they
retire, so the problem isn't just on an ongoing basis.
It's
even more dramatic.

CO-CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

They're going

to live with

it for

along time.
Mr. LeSueur.
MR. LeSUEUR: I was
so going to add
just in the
funds on an ongoing basis actually would not be taxable to the
employee until they're vested.
So,
't -- Sandy had
mentioned the possibility of being taxed on
and never getting
the money. Actually, that couldn't happen, but that's about the
only good news about
ified.
The other thing I was going to
result of
becoming disqualified is that the employee contributions that
are now being picked up on a pretax basis would not -- that
could no longer be done, because that's only under a qualified
plan that that could happen.
MS.
that out.

LUND:

That was

The advantage we have now
immediately as employees.

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
have a question, Mr. Elder?

to be
employer
might be a
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point.

I did leave

, we would

lose

-- did you

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: If
want to have 50-year vesting.

that's

true, I think

we might

(Laughter.)
CO-CHAIRMAN
They

ELDER:

Consider
it
all
employee
back when they retired.

It reminds of me of what happens in the Philippines.
I've heard
that when a person retires, they get five years' of retirement
contribution, five years' worth of compensation at one time.
So, they give them a five-year compensation when they retire.
What
would prevent us from simply cutting a check upon
retirement for the full amount of the employer's assets and
employee's assets, and not have any retirement compensation?
MR. JAMES: I believe what you'd be dealing with there
is the immediate taxation of all that money in the year that
it's paid. You'd have a pretty big tax bill.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

But these checks would be of --

MR. JAMES: If you had enough to pay the taxes and still
have an adequate benefit, then as long as the money is there to
pay it out when
's needed
CO-,CHAIRMAN ELDER:
of $500-600,000 checks.

Some of these would be in the range

MR.
JAMES:
That's
right.
There'd
substantial liquidity available to pay these out.

have

to

be

MR.
KING:
You'd still have 415 problems
calculation of how you got to the $500,000 lump sum.

in

the

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Mr . King.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
It would be basically all their
money plus the employer's money, at interest that's earned on
the fund, times the number of years.
It's more than a gold watch, really.
amount of money.

It would be a substantial

Do you have any thoughts on that? What would happen, of
course, is that the check would be subject to taxes at maximum
federal rates and maximum State rates, probably. And then the
net would be available to produce income for the individual,
either through the purchase of fixed income products, savings or
whatever, and I think that you can tell what the maximum rates
are, and there is no income averaging anymore, so you basically
are stuck.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Mr. LeSueur.
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describing is
MR. LeSUEUR: It sounds like what
,
each year the
more of a defined contribution
puts the money in, and
employer puts the money in, the
in one lump sum.
at retirement, the employee gets
to
But Section 415 still
not be taxable to
Section 415 limits
t
so
contribution is limited,
example, to $30,000
25 percent of pay, that's been referred to before.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

ified and
career.
employer
year, or

Mr. Mosman.

MR. MOSMAN: That was going to be precisely my point.
It
seems to me that would
tantamount to a defined
contribution plan, similar,
instance, to the State's 457
plan, where you essential
have that option now when you
retire, either to take the accumulated contributions as a lump
sum, or to spread them out over a period of time.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN: Thank
I think this
a good
time, because of this issue, I'm
proud
Los Angeles
County.
I'd like to have Mr.
Mr. Treece explain to
you how they have reached an agreement, labor and the County, at
this given time on this
that's
of us today 1
because that's the biggest
the
in the
state.
It's one little
we've
got
straightened out.Who wants to start, Mr. Treece or Mr. Deise?
1, I think that what
of our agreement is

MR. TREECE: Let me
we have reduced to writing
available for you all to pick up
My remarks are pretty much

s

It's a little alarming to me
today geared
will actually
create a two-tier

made
a
that
Essentially

When we first looked
in this area would
before we figured out
additional tier
have too many,

tax laws
long time
having an
already
one.

Obviously, we took
matter
we
expect over
the course of time to share our
what solution we
came up with, understanding that our solution may not work for
every county retirement plan
We're also trying to put a 1
part of
the
reputation
Los
we get
criticized for dragging
or not
being prepared.
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Part of my fear in explaining early, up front, what our solution
is, is that now the reverse will be true, and there will be a
tendency for folks to think that we have not thought this out;
that maybe we don't know what we're doing, and that we're
rushing to conclusion,
we'll create a huge
pitfall
So, I would like the Members of the Legislature and those others
present to understand that we have been working and discussing
in an environment of labor and management this problem for about
the last two years.

•

Our solution, from the Union's standpoint, was to present to
County management for adoption through amendments to the '37
Act,
what we describe as a
floor offset multiple plan
arrangement for employees to be hired after January 1st of 1990 .
The key to the arrangement is a new plan which we will be
describing, because of the many tiers we have, as Plan F, which
will be technically a defined contribution plan. This plan, in
conjunction with the existing County retirement plans, will
allow new employees greater total benefits under the Section 415
limits than would the existing employee contributory plans
standing alone without the supplemental defined contribution
plan.
It's quite -- I think it's probably too simple, the way that it
works, for people to believe that it's real, but in reality, a
certain portion of the employee contribution that is otherwise
required to be contributed under the existing defined benefit
plans will find its way into the defined contribution plan. No
County contributions, no employer money, goes into our new Plan
F.
Thus, both the employee and the County contribution rates
will
remain the same, essentially the same as they are
currently.
This is what we like to look at as a cost neutral
plan to both the employee and the employer.

•

Then, when the employee is entitled to receive a benefit from
either the Safety Plan B or the General Plan D, a benefit in the
same amount will be paid from both Plan F and the defined
benefit plan to an amount of benefit that will be essentially
equal to what the benefit would have been had there not had been
the 415 limit situation put in, thereby eliminating any part of
a two-tiered system.
The way that we arrived at our solution in L.A. County seems to
me to be a little bit differently than what I hear the
discussion going on on behalf of PERS and the teachers' plans,
and perhaps some of the other county plans, in that we utilized
an old-fashioned process that's embodied in State law, and it's
called the collective bargaining process.
We
with all respect to the plan administrators that are in
this room and participating in the discussion, it is my belief,
from the labor point of view, that the people who determine what
- 43 -

employees hired after
benefits, s
of employment, real
joint responsibility
groups that

employee
employer.

And at the
judgment that they
benefit levels will
functions once those
employee bargaining
Will our plan, or what we
defined contribution, result in
the same benef
as
Because of all the
legal requirements,
occur.
However, as far as we're
better way to sustain current
employees after January, 1990,
currently agreed to with the
Is it possible to do
of our County plans and just
they have so far?

out

that
' t seem prudent
to
employees
status, and the
""'""....,""',....ially in
proper
it is
provide a
hired
our existing

So, all of
is not the
new-hired

it
for

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
SENATOR

, and some of
variations may
there is no
new-hired
that we have
415
IRS

Certainly that's possible,
this situation has
to us.
There are certain
in our plans
we lose
approach to do nothing
light of the
examination and analys
possible to come up
continuation of the
after January 1st
employees have.

but I •m
the 100

arrangement, or
employee receiving exactly
415 limitations?

RUSSELL:
how you
pay?

Senator
carefully,
meet

I

I
recognize the
negotiations, but
come home on any area,
and you fall out of

the
cows
IRS says,
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to meet the things
an answer to

I

?

I'm Don Deise,
some
, I
can
1 you in on
on this
cap if you
benefit
Mr.
125

•
So,

SENATOR RUSSELL:

ion to the
the

ac

f.

We approached this from two
, we wanted to protect the plan.
and provide a replacement benefit
to what employees are currently
on an evenhanded bas
that we
money that we're spending, and
if possible.
And we believe
coalition, and
principally
, that one has come out that we can all

that
would

endorse.
j

Was this modeled
own

CO-CHAIRM.AN
, or

MR. DEISE:
Grossman. He's

any

other

I don't
I guess you'd have to ask Mr.
the architect of this.

MR. GROSSMAN:
arrangement.

As

as I know,

-
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is the only such

Mr. Mosman.

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR

MOSMAN:

A

at

that just strike me
One, if you're
ordinarily
guaranteeing
as a defined
plans?
And then secondly, as
contribution plan, is
what you called earl
MR.

,

f

7

, or

a

GROSSMAN:

qualified plan.

It's not

It doesn't guarantee,
does not, by its terms,
get exactly the same
There is the
somewhat more or
defined contribution plan.
We think, though,
will operate, the cost
change,
same.
CO-CHAIRMAN
itself, it:

GREEN:

on

II

benefits
1990 "
So, it's
Yes, Mr.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
from labor's point of view
contribution of the
going in to stay
back to the table in
some of your

MR. TREECE: Mr.
like I say,
cursory
plan actuaries
both the Board
will remain constant,
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Art

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
question is for anyone. What
about if we were buying life insurance for employees that had
cash values established in them as part of the mix which, upon
their retirement, were presented to them as fully paid up
policies, which would
cash values.
as

Has that
cons
creative people?

any

an

of

rather

MR. LEAVITT: I 11 take a crack at answering it. Life
insurance is an ancillary benefit. If the life insurance as
life insurance was given to the employees, then it would have no
415 impact, I don't
If the cash value was used to pay
retirement benefits, then the life insurance would just be a
different funding
le, like buying stocks or bonds or
whatever, and wouldn't change the equation.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: If you're presented with a fully
paid up $300,000 policy upon retirement, you have substantial
cash value which are is subject to taxation.
It seems to me,
that scenario, individuals could cash in the
policy, which of course is a taxable event, or, if they're more
sophisticated, they could borrow against the cash value at no
tax consequence. There would be no tax consequence unless they
died, in which case it would be less painful than the death,
presumably, and paid for out of the estate.
So, I
just
insurance

wondered if
the mix?

anyone's thrown

fully paid

up life

systems generally is
One
the concerns I have about
employees in their years of service, when they
the fact
have a death, the family is left in pretty tough shape because
their pension really doesn't provide much in the way of death
benefits.
So, I felt that this
less.

•

might be a way

to really give more

with

MR. GROSSMAN: If there's any subject that's more obtuse
than Section 415, it's probably the income taxation treatment of
insurance in a qualified plan.
I
think what happens when the life insurance policy is
distributed out at the time of retirement, this assumes the
fellow hasn't died. When it's distributed out, you would take
the cash value at that point, and that's part of the retirement
benefit.
I suspect it just goes into the 415 calculation as a
lump sum a~ount. So, I don't think you've gained anything.
Now, there are some interesting insurance products available
that have rather obscure cash values. And the design of that
product is to try to get around this problem.
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The IRS has said
they
products being distributed out
reasonable cash
So, I
go down too far.

avenue to
Ms

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MS •

a
a
a
s

MARTINEZ :

comment.
The
separate
sue
separate retirement
makes sense.
When PERS and STRS are looking
for the employees, you're
thousands of employers, where
in each of those separate
or counties.

I guess my comment is that
coming up with a solution at
legislation, does not appear to
PERS and STRS to comply.
CO-CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

or
in
of
correct.
one

I

This legislation
system.

at

I'm sure that
1 be
aimed in a different way,
be.
MS •

lation
will

MARTINEZ :

would have to occur
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

a

I

compliance legis
next? Mr. Descamp.
MR.

1990
First

DE SCAMP:

I'd like to state
implication
into a solution
I believe
have acted very
complex issue.
My personal pos
know anything about.
been a slurpy
and just when
changed again.
48
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of
was

I and many of my counterparts felt that it wasn't something for
bargaining, again, until we figured it out; until, to use a term
in Workers' Compensation, it was permanent and stationary.
Perhaps it's not permanent and stationary yet.
I don't mean to disparage L.A. •s efforts, because if indeed
they've reached agreement on this thing and it works, that's
fine.
But I would have a concern that, on the basis of what we
hear here now, that we're all going to go out and try to mirror
L.A. County and accept this as being the real thing.
Unfortunately, the material that's been provided to me has the
following phrases.
A portion of the employee contribution
required under existing Plan B or D would, quote, "find its
way," unquote, into Plan F. Employee and employer rates would
not change. The money to F would be determined by retirement
systems
upon actuarial advice.
At retirement a benefit,
quote-unquote:
"in some form would be paid from Plan F and subtracted
from the defined benefit [plan] before application of Section
415 "
These things all sound fine here, and they may very well be
fine.
My concern is, however, I don't have anything in this
document that's been provided at this point that tells me what
it is that they're going to do.
I would need, in order to consider it seriously, to define "find
its way"; to define "in some form".
Again, I don't mean to be critical, but my concern is that we
may all throw up our hands and say, "Free at last! Free at
last!
Thank God almighty, free at last," because of this
proposal, and that we won't go on with the discussion with
respect to trying to comply with 415 whether or not we have
agreement.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN: You're absolutely right, but I think
we've all got to go in a direction, and that this is the first
answer of one county in the state. There are a lot of answers
and a multitude of problems, and there's going to be a multitude
of answers to each individual problem. Mr. Leavitt.
MR. LEAVITT:
I was just going to make one quick
comment, and that is that the proposal that has been presented
to you on behalf of Los Angeles County and its unions attempts
to deal with both issues at the same time, and there are two
issues.
One of them is how to keep the plans qualified dealing with the
415 situation, and whether or not the grandfather is the best
way to go.
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The second issue is, if you do that, then how does the employer
respond in terms of providing benefits for new employees.
It is not necessarily, I d9 not believe, to deal with both of
those at tbe same time, although it might be desirable to do so.
The reality is, that time is running out, as has been said
earlier.
The deadline is the end of this year to adopt the
grandfather provision, protecting all your current employees.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN: What must a government employer do
in order to qualify for the grandfather provision protections?
Mr. Leavitt, can you handle that?
MR. LEAVITT: Sure. The special grandfather rule that
TAMRA added, I think, has been alluded to several times this
afternoon.
It is a protection for all current members, or
actually, members who become members before 1990. And the way
they're protected is, the 415 limit becomes their accrued
benefit under the plan, not counting amendments to the plan that
increase benefits after, I think, it's October of '87.
In other words, the benefit for a member who becomes a member
before 1990, if the grandfather is adopted, can never exceed the
415 limit if there are no benefit increases after 1987.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
So under grandfathering would be
those people that are in the systems currently today and the
plan of today, we're going to change our way of operation
starting January 1st, 1990 for all new hires.
MR. LEAVITT: By subjecting the new hires, people who
first become members after 1989, to the private sector 415
limits, which means 415 without the favorable early retirement
reductions that currently governmental plans are subject to.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Like our safety employees.

MR. LEAVITT: The safety -- the $50,000 floor for safety
employees, which is also indexed for cost-of-living and is now
up to about $54,000, that would be retained.
It's the $75,000 floor, and
than 65 that would be lost.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

ing benefits from age 62 rather
Mr. Coon.

MR. COON: Thank you, Senator Green. One question I had
is, it's never been exactly clear to me what grandfather-- when
we talk about grandfathering. The question really would be, if
we accept the grandfathering and the PERS plan is accepted like
it is, and IRS says okay, does the grandfathering affect in any
way the behavior of employees who are participating in these
other programs which also contribute to exceeding the 415 limit?
Like, if somebody's putting $9,000 in a 403(b) account, or
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they're putting $5,000 into a flexible spending account for
child care, the question would be:
can that behavior continue
as it is also, although under the new rules, that in combination
with the pension plan would be in excess?
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Mr. Leavitt.

MR. LEAVITT:
I think the answer is, because those
employees who are grandfathered would not have to worry about
exceeding the 415 limitation, they could continue doing all
those salary reductions that they were doing before, without
having to worry abut the impact under 415.
CO-CHAIRMAN
1st, 1990.

GREEN:

So,

it's

everything after January

MR. LEAVITT: So long as there are no benefit increases
after October of '87, that would be
you would not have to
worry about 415 for current members.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Very good.

Ms. Martinez.

MS. MARTINEZ: What happens to someone who is a member
before 01/01/90, and then changes jobs and perhaps goes to
another system that has reciprocity? Would they suddenly become
one of the new employees subject to the new lower limits, or do
they get to retain their old limits?
MR. LEAVITT:
I think they would retain the old limits
in the old plan, and I think be subject to the new limits in the
new plan, because they would first become a member of the new
system after 1990, or after 1989.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR. GROSSMAN:
previous point.

Does everybody agree?

Well,

I was

going to

Mr. Grossman.
go back

to the

The
grandfather
protection
under
the
defined
benefit
limitations, there may be some impact under the combined plan
limitations if you have defined contribution and defined benefit
plans together. Again, you're protected on the defined benefit
side.
You just can't simply forget 415 on the defined
contribution
side, even if you're
under the grandfather
provision. There may be some impact.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
question, Ms. Martinez?

Thank you.

Does that answer

your

MS. MARTINEZ: Just one other thing.
Is the grandfather by system or by employer? For
example, let's say I stay in PERS but I go to another employer.
Does that make a difference?
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t
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if
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ihood
plan would be considerably
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
CO-CHAIRMAN

's

ELDER:
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't

years.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Mr.

sman

.MR.

shifting employment,
possibly, but that
you got a maximum bene
for General Motors
Motors.
There is some upward 1
big, there are some tax
for 415 purposes.
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CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
surplus funds held by
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.MR.
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LEAVITT:
retir~ment

too
not
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ect to the
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Senator
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In

the retirement system. Like
that stay there from year to
those surplus dollars?

under
year.

defined benefit limits do
to the benefits that the
or not
surplus, I think, is
It s what the surplus would be
have an impact under 415.

not
system
irrelevant
used

In
words, 415 does not address
or even an unfunded liability?

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
itself to

MR. LEAVITT: Correct. It focuses on the benefits that
are paid, not on the funding of those benefits. This is the
defined benefit portion of 415 that I'm talking about.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Mr. Bald.

MR. BALD: Let me try, Senator.
Suppose quarterly payments were paid to retirees, as is
done by P~RS. We call them IDDA funds.
I don't know if you're
familiar with them. Would -CO-CHAIRMAN
surplus for.

GREEN:

BALD:
MR.
retirement payments.
Would they

They're

MR.
payments?

Supplemental,
supplemental

what

we

to

the

use

the

ordinary

how would they be treated under 415?

LEAVITT:

These

are

supplemental

retirement

CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN: Nonguaranteed.
We have a surplus, and because they make us a certain
amount of dollars, we give an extra IDDA fund or amount of
compensation to that retiree under the surplus funds. Mr. King.
MR. KING: I imagine the IDDA benefits would be included
as part of the retirement benefit, and subsequently, would be
tested against the 415 limits of the IRS.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:
The answer,
surplus funds would be affected under 415.

then,

is

that the
Ms. Lund.

MS. LUND: I don't know what we're defining as surplus
funds. First of all, we've never admitted to having surplus
funds, either, at PERS or anywhere else.
CO-CHAIRMAN GREEN:

We don't admit it, but we have some.
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, Senator Green
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to do.
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benefits.
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something
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L.A. Is

the
made,
going to
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CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER
awkward
takes -- at
proceed to e
say the legis
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essentially
with 415.
change the plan
in a very awkward

Mr

Mosman
a rather
our board
we should
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has
iance
to

on that
legislation
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I

a point. Mr. Grossman,
a plan cause compliance
but because of disagreements
legislation is not enacted,
What should they do next?
puzz

as to what

be.

the

have the power to
, they're under a
I don't real

to answer the question any further.

ELDER:
CO-CHAIRMAN
Mr. Kinney
f
so
matter.

we

I

us

haven't heard from
your thoughts on this

one of our problems is that we're
MR. KINNEY: I
insoluble problem on the basic assumption
dealing
an
that we have to have it done by what some may consider an
31st of December, and that if not,
unreasonable
are going to happen because the IRS
terrible,
is going to come down on us.
I'm not a tax
some
when
they

It's my understanding that the IRS has
a large
, of discretion in that
attempt to comply with something, that
ustments
it.

Could
Will they
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

•

Do they have that type of discretion?
discretion here?
Mr. Grossman.

MR. GROSSMAN:
In matters similar to these, they have
been known in the past to grant extension after extension after
extension
on dates for
compliance with these
kinds of
prov1s1ons, but one cannot rely, going into it, that these
extensions or other rel f will be granted.
In a lot of cases, the relief isn't granted until the due dates
have passed, and you just simply don't know what they're going
to do.
I haven't heard-- I'm not sure this is a burning issue back in
Washington with the IRS right now.
They're into these very important issues, as for example, coming
with new guidelines on Social Security integration for defined
benefit plans, which is
they've recognized that their
regulations are incomprehensible, so now they're coming out with
guidelines to interpret their regulations.
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CO-CHAIRMAN
constitutional
we do have
amendment to the
the people, or

'·""""''"''.~.ine

ELDER:

You're saying
because of our
against impairment of contract, that
that has to be waived in terms of
, which can only occur by a vote of
supposed to get around that?

MR. FRIEND: I'm suggesting that the language that was
written, the grandfather language, intended for you to have an
extra year, which I don't believe the draft people recognized
would not be
consequence, if you were to approach
the Treasury
out that that extra year is
not
lable to
well may recognize the
problem anq extend
extra year to you as a consequence.
Treasury Department with
there is a clear indication
intent, to comply is in

I think
that point
of your
the works.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Ms. Paulson.

MS. PAULSON: Assemblyman Elder, through our office in
Washington, and one of my Washington partners who's here, we
have made some inquiries already with respect to the possibility
of Congressional rel
Now, we did not narrow our inquiries simply to an additional
year to comply with the election process because of the
constitutional issues raised by California constitutional
law, but we were seriously rebuffed in our efforts at the joint
committee.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

They thought this thing up.

MS. PAULSON: They thought this thing up, and they think
they've fixed it, and they don't want to hear anything more
about it. And that was what they told us, sort of point-blank,
"We've
already fixed it.
We're tired of hearing public
employers coming in here, moaning about the poor treatment and
the disparity in treatment."
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another

From the point
You've had this
now? Why can you not

I

are

now
a

session.
from

to

of this,
more

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER
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MR. LEAVITT:
but
I'm not sure
understandable in
CO-CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

understanding
MR.
you know

i~

've
LEAVITT:

But

more

1

a year?

The other side of
that it would
forward, the real
sector time to do
limits.
Whi~e parts
bargained plans at
them. I may be
MR. KING:

can argue
s to go
the private
with 415
lectively
was one of
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CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: The private sector is clearly the
enemy as far as Washington is concerned.
We're simply just
semi-culpable here. Mr. Deise.
MR.

DEISE:

we're
time
little
together

only thing I wanted to add was, I think
singing the same song we sang at this
we went back there last time, or a
said we couldn t get our act
'89, and they gave us another year.

I guess if I was them, I'd ask, how many more years do you want?
CO-CHAIRMAN

ELDER:

As many as

we can get, I

guess is

answer.
Mr. Descamp.
MR. DESCAMP:
In response to that statement, they
changed it on us, and that changed the way we approached it.
But other than that, there are three reasons why we would need
more time. The first is that we're still in the information
gathering/educational process. This symposium answered a lot of
questions, but it brought up a lot of questions that need
answers.
Two, we would need to involve ourselves, or appropriately should
involve ourselves,
in collective bargaining, and the time
constraints with respect to that.
And third, this
going to require a lot of exchanging of
information from sources that we heretofore did not have to
exchange information with; retooling in order to administer
these provisions.
Sandy Lund and I, for example, have been talking it seems like
every day and through my nightmares on this issue. And there's
an awful lot of information that's going to have to be set up.
To retrieve simply from, in this case, a '37 Act county, we will
have to have a way of getting information from the county that
we don't get now.
So simply put, there's more than one reason why we would require
time.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: All right. On that cheerful note, I
had a question here: Do you advise pension plans in California
to
follow New York's
lead to grandfather
current plan
participants and subject future hires to lower benefit limits?
What are your alternatives and associated risks, Mr. Leavitt?
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we do
believe

MR..
LEAVITT:
As
recommend the adoption of
that there is a fiduciary respons
and the grandfather provision

CO-CHAIRMAN
tried that?
MR. LEAVITT:

Has anyone

ELDER:

Not, not

I'm aware

so timid in
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Why are
out here on
this regard? I mean, you crease
Court of
the street, and you're going to wind up
California, if anyone has their way about it. What have you got
to lose? Why haven't you sued? Is that the reason, we haven't
been damaged yet?
in the
There is

MR. LEAVITT: Well, what you
state have voluntarily chosen to be qualif
no requirement that an employer sponsor a
What the IRS and the Treasury Department and
is that if you want to be a qualified
the favorable tax aspects
we
have to comply with various
And what a lawsuit
,
rules didn't have to
to be received. And I'm not sure how
that.

was that some of those
benefits ought
respond to
on

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
that it's vague; it's not
what these things mean;
incomprehensible?

basis
determine

sector

MR. LEAVITT: Let me
has been ~omplying
their plans. These
passed, effective 1976.
Nobody likes these
advocate for them, because
advocating what I
you want to have a qual
benefits, the need to ensure
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: I
impression that I have gotten
sort of getting in a line and
here.
It just seems 1
seems to me that we f
think it's one of the

of the
,
we're just
to the slaughter house
, and it
fact I
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And it just seems to me that the impression is being created,
and I think you need to elaborate on that statement that this is
not something that everybody is recommending. It is just a
final
consequence of regulations
passed by the
federal
government.
I see a whole bunch of hands on that one.
the second tier here with Mr. Mosman.

Mr. Friend, and then

HR. FRIEND: One comment that I think is important to
make here 1 and that is, the Treasury Department feels that it
has been benign neglect on its part not to have enforced Section
415 up until now. It has been applicable. They have, however,
recognized the constitutional impairment problem, and this is
their solution to that particular problem.
The Congress is looking for tax expenditures, and I think that
I'm inclined to agree with the previo~s speaker, that there
would be very little basis that we could use for arguing
vagueness or any other position in opposition to that point.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: So, Mr. Leavitt, you're recommending
compliance and grandfathering. That's your recommendation?
MR. LEAVITT: Yes. I mean, if we looked at the issue
globally, and we were starting with a clean slate, and asking
ourselves how can you, as governments, which, after all, are
nontaxable, provide benefits to your employees, we might come
out with a different answer.
Private sector employers do not have the ability that you have
to shelter assets from federal income tax. Qualified plans are
the only way that they can do that on a retirement basis.
You have a lot more flexibility.
That doesn't mean you have total flexibility, although that
might be an area for litigation and disagreement between state
and federal officials.
However, we are not writing on a clean slate with PERS, and
STRS, and the '37 Act, and other plans, because these are plans
that have chosen to provide the benefits of qualification
through pickups and others to their employees.
So, my view and recommendation is that, whether you like it or
not, you need to protect the assets and protect the rights of
the employees by grandfathering.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: That's what you counsel. You
counsel that we should act, and that we should take advantage of
the grandfather provisions.
And that's your recommendation, Mr. Friend?
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MR. FRIEND: That is correct.
I feel the same way.
And my major reason -- or really, there are two reasons.
First of all, New York and Texas coming along; and secondly,
there's one very strong position that they can take, even though
you could, for example, accumulate funds with tax shelters in
the states without trusts, and that is the pickup. You subject
your employees to taxability on pickup. They hold the cards on
giving you a qualification letter in respect of Section 414(h).
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
question.

I'm going to ask all of you the same

Mr. LeSueur, do you recommend the same thing? Do you recommend
that we comply, and that we seek the grandfather provision?
MR. LeSUEUR:
Fortunately, I don't have to make a
recommendation, but if I were, I would at this point say that
I'd prefer to wait. I don't see any other alternatives yet.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

How long do you want to wait?

MR. LeSUEUR: I'd like to wait and see if we could get
an extension. That's what I would recommend, seeing if there's
an extension, and then see if that gives you more time to
possibly find another solution.
At this point, I don't see another solution.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Mr. Mosman, we're going to ask you.
Is that what you recommend at this point?
MR. MOSMAN: Just one point. I mean, in terms of an
extension, at least our experience or my previous experience
when I was with the Department of Personnel Administration, is
just to ask IRS a question and get a response is going to take
you a year.
IRS does not respond to anything on a timely basis.
That's kind of a major gamble, to put off doing anything right
now, assuming that six months from now, IRS might say that,
"Okay, you've got another year."
SENATOR
question.

RUSSELL:

Mr.

Chairman,

on

Mr.

LeSueur's

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: I was going go ask, what we're into
is asking everyone what they counsel at this point. I
just
thought we'd do that, and then when we get through that
exercise, we'll continue on with more questions.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

I had a question on his response.
All right.
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SENATOR RUSSELL: You said we should wait. Our session
ends in September. And whatever we do, if we're going to do
anything, has to be crafted and developed and passed by the 15th
of September so that it goes down to the Governor's Office.
bargaining issue,
which is a
understand what benefit there would
the Congress to change the law

Other
legitimate
be to wait,
s
again immediately.

MR. LeSUEUR: From
I'm hearing, there are certainly
a lot of public employers who don't want to comply. And I don't
think there has been a very concerted effort to try to change
things, or at least, s
we're still in the education stage at
this point now, it may not be realistic to expect Congress or
the IRS to change, but why not give
a try, is my position.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. LeSUEUR:

Sort of gang up on them.

Right.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Ms. Paulson.

MS. PAULSON: Assemblyman Elder, at this point I believe
our recommendation is also to make the election to comply with
Section 415.
As I indicated earlier, we've already had some with people with
regard to modifications to the election in a more generic
fashion, admittedly, than just an extension.
I'm not encouraged that we will even be
extension.
I'm certainly not encouraged that
get any other kind of relief.

able to get an
we'll be able to

I think that the risks of noncompliance and the risks of not
taking this opportunity to basically wipe out the difficulties
of the past should be taken.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
MR. KING:

Mr. King.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Same question.

MR. KING: Yes, I would certainly not let 1989 slip by
without taking some form of legislative action to adopt the
TAMRA election.
Note that such action would not preclude later action in 1990 or
later years to do something additional for employees hired after
1990.
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I would like to point out
I
clever idea. I'd like to
realizes it, it is within
context
election, that's part of their
of that part of
Relative to the
plans, there's a
advantage of higher
the defined benef

L.A. County
have a
I'm not sure everybody
of
TAMRA
in favor

On the other hand, and
've
will be actuarially equivalent. One
this Committee or Committees is
will be wrong. We just don't know which
Their action, you
the new Plan F, or
,
losers. We just don't know who
who those winners and losers

things
to
assumptions
, creating
create winners and
1 -- time will tell

And I would point out that even if you
an L.A. County approach, that you would
switch that, because I think the Cali
allow people to trade benefits, types
might be able to do
switch
a little careful in

like
could
would

Thank you.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
MR.

JAMES:

Mr

James.
at

I

this point.
I
think what you have
employees, take
opportunity to
the road.
I
them.
It's going to
getting the 415 limits
I
think we
care of.

to just take care

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER;
MR.

current
have an
down
for

Mr.

GROSSMAN:

as

taking

sman.
I

for some reason, is
and is better off just
grandfather election, I
the grandfather

15 limits
making the
f making
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I also
terms of who the winners and losers will be in
1
L.A. County, I think the employees collectively will be winners.
Some may win a little more than others, but basically they're
going to have something that we think is good, and we think this
is the only
to achieve it.
, asking the staff of the
for anything, other than
impose on yourself, is not

And
Joint Tax
and suggesting
going
far.
going to get

, though, perhaps in a more responsive ear in
What you
the Treasury or maybe the Internal Revenue Service, is if they
feel capable of making an administrative extension on this
provision. I don't know if they can, and I don't know if they'd
be receptive, but that may be a place to look.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

All right, Mr. Kinney.

MR. KINNEY: As an alternative, perhaps, as I recollect
when we prepared the pickup legislation, that's when we decided
we had to become qualified.
Perhaps
this.

pickup is not worth all the

grief that's going on with

Is the process reversible? That is, if we chose to elect not to
pick up and say we don't want to be a qualified plan, then what
happens?
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Mr. Leavitt.

MR. LEAVITT: Yes, it's possible to reverse a pickup.
Of course, you lose the tax advantages that the pickup had.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: It took us a year to implement it
here in the Assembly. We were paying taxes for a year longer
than we needed to.

•

MR. LEAVITT: I wouldn't advocate that. As I pointed
out, if you decide to do away with your tax qualified status,
then you fly right in the face of Section 457(f), because while
401 qualified plans are not subject to 457, once you stop being
a qualified plan you become subject to 457, and then you would
have to deal with the 457(f) rules, and you'd have the problem
with taxing the deferred compensation as soon as people either
become vested or stop working.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
simply

MS. PAULSON:
going to be

Same answer?

Yes, Assemblyman Elder.
My point was
that you subject the participants to
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hands on the
to defer tax on
retirement.

immediate taxation whenever
benefits, rather than allowing
the benefits until they actually
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
MR. KING:
into the fire.

Mr .
it as out

I

Mr

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

and

Grossman.

MR. GROSSMAN:

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Same answer,
Mr. Kinney, what do
MR. KINNEY:

Further

CO-CHAIRMAN
answer it that way?

ELDER:
Mr. Huf

at

point?

going to
Chairman. I think I
However, I am also
enough
with the
Senator
the term
come out as a

MR.
HUFFACKER:
would concur
we
concerned whether or not
contracting agencies.
I
Russell said, maybe
result of that.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
grandfather
by
enough
enough

MS. LUND: I believe
clause this year,
the federal government. Wpile
dialogue, there has
dialogue. We have
a
As one who has
half, I don't know
to help.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
world.
It's very
people, but I would
been involved in dialogue
opportunity to partake
a half.

and a
going
You

You're going to deny
dialogue.
MS. LUND:
luck than I've had in

are not

to
's f
any
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of the
been dialoguing with
who have not
have an
year and
one year of
better

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
I prefer not to have any more
dialogue beyond this hearing, frankly. Mr. Mosman, what is your
counsel?
MR. MOSMAN: Well, because -- based upon the evaluation
we've done thus far, we see almost no impact in terms of the
ceilings that are set by 415, and maybe some potential minor
impact in terms of the floor, I think that it's in the best
interest of our system to opt for the grandfather.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: How does AB 944 square with this?
As you may know, I'm running a bill that sets up the employees
paying for an annuity product for part of the employee's portion
of the STRS contribution. And the othe+ half, the employer's
half, would continue to be invested as it is.

•

Would that qualify on the 50-50 program, an annuity product for
the employees from the employee's side?
Instead of having them continue to pay 8 percent from the
employee into STRS, and 8- percent from the employer into STRS,
we would have 8- from the employer, and 8 percent into an
annuity product.
Would that get us
annuities qualify?

into

the

50-50

limit

situation,

or do

MR. MOSMAN: Assemblyman, that might solve one problem,
but it worsens another problem in terms of the system's funding.
Anytime we start diverting funding out of the currently unfunded
defined benefit plan into a defined contribution plan, then you
exacerbate the unfunding of the defined benefit.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
is what would happen?

Why, if you have the benefits, which

MR. MOSMAN: You have the benefits,
the funding for the defined benefit plan.

but you don't have

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: You don't have the funding for the
full benefit now, and if we cut the benefit in half, we cut
MR. MOSMAN:
benefit in half --

Okay,

you're talking

about cutting

the

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: You'd have to, because only part of
it would be going into an annuity, so we reduce our problem by
half.
The question is, does an annuity product from the
employee's contribution qualify on this 50-50 limit proposal
that's being sort of suggested by Mr. Grossman? Do you know if
annuities qualify?
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MR. GROSSMAN: It depends on how that's structured.
The annuity could just be another defined benefit plan, in which
case you just add the two together. Or, it could be a defined
contribution plan of some sort.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

That's what it is.

MR. GROSSMAN: In which case you could take advantage of
the expanded limits, but it's not SO-SO. It's a little more.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: We'll continue to explore it.
Mr. Coon, what is your recommendation?
MR. COON: I just have a couple observations in regard
to it.
I know you can't talk about problems like this
forever,but I think if you took a vote on who really understood,
you know, you may not find people who are experts on it.
For example, I asked earlier about what exactly did the
grandfathering cover, and these two gentlemen -- I don't know if
you noticed it -- each answered it differently in regard to the
403(b) and the flexible spending account being grandfathered
differently.
We got a different answer, and some of that
information you need to make an intelligent decision in regard
to this.
In regard to what the administration would want to do about
this, we haven't had a chance to talk about it yet, and I really
can't say anything.
CO-CHAIRMAN
position on this.
MR. COON:

ELDER:

So

the

administration

has

no

No, we need to gather the information.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: That would be helpful, and I hope
that your Department will take this to your agency and try to
get a recommendation.
MR. COON:

We plan to do that.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: It would be kind of ridiculous to
pass bills and then have them vetoed by the Governor. Mr.
Descamp, what is your recommendation?
MR. DESCAMP: I personally would recommend that we would
comply in order to take advantage of the grandfathering clause.
However,
I would point out that your respective Committees•
consultants have determined that there's been no concerted
effort on the part of state legislatures across the country, as
a group, to address these issues in the Congress. And whether
it be with respect to getting a more favorable grandfathering
provision, or whether it be with communicating the impossibility
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of complying
themselves or
should be cons

a
deal of harm to the systems
state as a result of lost revenue, that
addition to complying.
s

making our
through
the

been a few systems, like
case
ifornia, that have looked into the
New
whether or not to comply, perhaps complied, in
issue,
the process of complying, et cetera. But there's been no
fort.
collective

My

I think
perhaps
perhaps I'm g1v1ng state legislatures
more credit than they're due, and I hope not -- but I think that
if there
this concerted
fort, that maybe by then you will
get the ears that have to be responsive, and that we will have
some relief.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
MS.

approval from

AHN:

All right, Ms. Ahn.

The University of California will be seeking
Regents to elect the grandfather election.

However,
I think one of the problems we face today is a system
like L.A. County and ourselves, where we are single employers,
face one set of problems. Systems like PERS and STRS, where
there are multiple contracts,
I believe, face another set of
problems.
We have rec
ity agreements with PERS. We also have staff
members prior to 1961 that were covered under PERS. So, we have
a special
in what happens with PERS.

•

Having done very little research and being a nonattorney, I do,
however, know that there are special provisions in the federal
law as it pertains to multi-employer plans, those that are
collectively
bargained.
There
are
some specific rules,
prov1s1ons, actually advantageous provisions to multi-employer
plans, not to be confused with a multiple employer plan, that is
perhaps not collectively bargained, and perhaps not subject to
these more favorable rules.
It is possible, and I think worth exploring, whether or not
systems
like PERS and STRS could
be covered under the
multi-employer rules to give them the relief that they would not
have to aggregate all of the benefits that they would pay out to
a member who has been employed by multiple agencies.
Now,
I haven't discussed this with either PERS or STRS. I
haven't
discussed this with legal counsel, but it is a
possibility.
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rather creative alternative
counsel.
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MR. TREECE:
1,
someone from my position
plans that I'm not
for.

1

You've asked a couple of
bears responsibility.
at the
today's
ing
very
going
where

From my point of
level and standard
society, I would
State employees, or
involved in it, I guess,
to happen to
their liabil
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s held
And
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should we go
Congress, I
in what is the reason
seems to me that
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We can go back
having to make these
around
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ultimately, it seems
be collecting more
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to turn
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In Los
we do not participate in Social Security,
and
•s a large move afoot to mandate that
all
employees belong to Social Security.
That would
automatically reduce our members' take-home pay by about, what,
7.6 percent, or something
that.
to
at
most palatable?

one
What's
From our
,
we are working with
necessary legislation
and the grandfathering

the

best

given our solution to the situation, yes,
the Board of Supervisors to obtain the
to go forward and to adopt the 415 limits
provisions.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

•

's

Mr. Deise, same answer?

MR. DEISE: Basically. If we were a year and a half ago
doing this, I would think we should make an assault on
Washington.
But from everything we understand, and everything
we hear, we are getting absolutely no
nobody listening to us
back there.
Further, everything I hear is, this is just the tip of the
iceberg; that they have discovered that this is where a lot of
the money that they have never tapped before is, in the public
pension plans, and they're coming after it.
I suspect this is
the first
several runs they're going to make.
From what we know at this point, and the solution we think we
have crafted, I guess I would say the best course right now is
to recommend
we go ahead, at least in Los Angeles County,
and accept
grandfather, and try and work to improve the
situation in
future.
co~CHAIRMAN
ELDER: All right.
This is for everyone:
If there is no agreement on specific language ready by the end
of the legislative session, could we qualify the enacted intent
language, stating that we want to be in compliance but need more
time for the specific language?

•

In other words, it is our intent to comply. We just haven't
figured out what we have to specifically write to do it .
MR. DEISE: Just one thing I was going to mention, and I
think -- I don't think we're in compliance right now with the
current law. And I suspect that there are -- I'd ask John, he
may know better than I. I think there are probably several in
the '37 Act that are not in compliance with the current law.
CO-CHAIRMAN
guilt here.

ELDER:

We

don't want
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any admissions

of

I think that perhaps that's a good question
our consultants
to explore with John at some other time.
If
has some
information like that, I'm sure he'
want to make
available
to us.
Mr. Leavitt .
.MR. LEAVITI':
I
the
January 1st, 1990
ine
ine, the
Congress has given you until the end of 1990 to actually amend
your plan, I would think th~t
you could come up with some way
to cut off people's constitutional rights to the higher benefit
without coming out with the specif
language -- and I'm not
sure how you'd do that -- in other words, if you can deal with
it on a state level that you could do something such as you
suggest,
I would probably recommend, however, adopting simple
415 language by incorporating
415 by
, and then
working out the details to the extent necessary afterwards.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Anyone else?
So, if we had intent language in place, and we were to
pass that and deal with the question of new hires following
January 1 of 1990, I guess we'd have to give
in the
hiring process that any public employee hired in California
after January 1, 1990 is to be advised that their pension
benefits as described may be amended to
with federal
Internal Revenue
Service Section 415
applicable
statutes of the federal government.
MR. LEAVITT: If you did that,
end of 1990 to elect the grandfather,
to do.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: We
Friend, and then Mr. LeSueur.

have until the
what you chose

four

MR.
that to advise
restriction to
temporary

I

Mr.
think

1 of the

some

New York has already
back in the mid-'70s, and
made it permanent.

Tier Three
, finally

This would work well and
you an extra year for
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

up.

, giving
Mr

MR. LeSUEUR: This
for the rest of the panel.

a comment
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a question

My recol
TAMRA was that actually the deadline is the
end of the plan year that starts after 1989. So, if your plan
year was July 1st to June 30th, that really gives you till June
30th, 1990. Is that your understanding?
an
are
never

months we're talking about for
years.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Why are we talking plan
anybody talk about plan years.

•

I

a fiscal basis.
I mean, I'm trying
between plan year and the calendar

Our
are
to understand
year.
Most people's
hire .

years?

for

them is their anniversary

date of

MR. LeSUEUR: For IRS purposes, you're allowed to have a
plan year, which is different than a fiscal year.
It's
something defined in each plan document, which may or may not be
a calendar year or a fiscal year.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Ms. Paulson.
I'm not sure I understand everything I
explore it.

We'll explore that.
heard, but we will

MS. PAULSON: Let me see if I can explain that just a
little better. The 01/01/90 problem is that the way that the
statute has defined eligible participant is someone who is a
participant on 01/01/90.
Anyone who is employed in PERS or
STRS, or in any of the other California retirement systems, if
they're employed on 01/01/90, they're a participant on 01/01/90,
and they've got a constitutionally protected benefit.
That's
the deadline for California.
Ordinarily, the compliance with the 415 election would not have
to be adopted, or the election would not have to be made, until
the end of the first plan year, beginning after January 1, 1990.

•

I don't know about all the rest of them, but I believe the STRS
plan year is a fiscal year.
It begins on July 1.
So
technically, they would have until June 30th, 1990 to make the
election -- 1991 to make the election, but in th~ meantime,
they've got participants who are not qualified participants,
according to the statutory definition, who've been accruing
benefits perhaps in excess of 415 limits, who then have
constitutional entitlements to those benefits.
That's the
nature of the 01/01/90 deadline.
In addition, I'd like to -- I think your concept of leaving some
of the technical details of compliance out of the initial
legislation is a very good one.
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We don't even know all the questions that need to be asked.
the reporting forms need to be redesigned.

All

But I think you have to have something a little stronger than
just intent language.
I think
to be that benefits will
be limited in accordance with
415. And we 11 figure out
the details of how we're going to
plans to comply with
have to
that limitation until a later date, but I think that
be more specific than just, "we think we're going to try to
comply."
'91.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
I understood you to say June 30,
I thought I understood Mr. LeSueur to say June 30, 1990.

MS. PAULSON: No, I said June 30, 1990, and he corrected
me because it's the first -- the end
first plan year,
beginning after June 1, 1990, which would
July 30, 1991.
CO-CHAIRMAN
rather than 12.
.MR.

ELDER:

LeSUEUR:

So

in

I

Right.

we'd have

ef

said 1990.

I

18 months

meant 1991.

I

apologize.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Okay, Mr. King.

MR. KING:
I would 1
to commend the Chairman on the
careful selection of his wording when he said, "to amend the
California plans to comply with
415
other Internal
Revenue Service requirements."
I
think that's important,
bit, there are a lot of other qual
nondiscrimination issues.
I
think
haven't solved these others,
where you've got to cut back

a
little
sues,
including
415, and you
the same boat

So,
I think your language is exce
to leave out the part about "

SENATOR

RUSSELL:

Can

you not
II

a

I

on

this

point?
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: One last point, and
to turn it over to Senator Rus
1.

then I'm going

Mr. Kinney, it has been suggested
there
State
constitutional prohibition against
previously promised to the vested members of
public rettrement systems.

ifornia
benefits
the California

Where exactly in
found?

the Constitution
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MR. KING: Yes, it is fairly boilerplate.
I don't see-frankly, when the Chairman talked about his intent, he wasn't
too many words short of the actual New York State amendment.
SENATOR RUSSELL: Have you looked at the two bills I'm
carrying, and would they fit into this category of the New York
approach and what Assemblyman Elder is talking about?
MR. KING:
of those bills.

I'm afraid I was not

SENATOR RUSSELL:

provided copies of all

Has anyone seen the bills?

MS. LUND: Sandy Lund, PERS.
Our language was crafted after -- essentially after the
New York language.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Okay.

MR. DEISE;
Senator Russell, I have a copy here of
something that was sent to me back of February, which is dated
-- it's the State of New York and sent November 23, '88, which I
believe is theirs.
It's very short, and it substantially is
about the same as your bill is.
It just says:
"Notwithstanding any other law to
the contrary, all members of the
public retirement system to which
the State or municipality contributes who join on or after
January 1st, 1990, the benefits
payable shall be subject to the
limitations set forth in Section
415 of the Internal Revenue Code."
And it goes on to explain
cover more than a page and a
SENATOR RUSSELL:

little

Then

more, but it doesn't

worked out the details later

on.
MR. DEISE:
I don't
this, and I can make it

know what

did.

I just

have

on this,
the federal
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: One
government itself subject to
limitations on their pensions
for their employees? Does anyone know the answer to that? Mr.
Friend.
MR. FRIEND: The
government
found itself
doing things which, perhaps, they should say, "Do as I say, not
as I do."
They've been derel
allowing themselves to
violate Section 401(k), for example, and a whole host of other
rules which they imposed upon the employers of this country.
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I would doubt very much whether the
imposed upon itself these rules.

federal government

has

Does anybody know any different than that?
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
Wouldn't it make them money?
I
mean,
s
they don't make any
contributions into the
retirement system, their employees would have to pay a tax on
the contribution. It seems to me they would be making money out
of it, because they have no intention of funding the pensions,
which are going in the hole at 50 billion a year, and that's
outside the federal deficit.
Mr. Grossman, you were about to make
question of the general language.

•

a point earlier

on the

MR. GROSSMAN: I think that's all that there is in the
State of New York. I don't think there was any more language or
any more contemplated.
CO-CHAIRMAN
ELDER:
We have gotten very close to
covering all of the questions that were to be posed in this
hearing.
We have reviewed the record of questions that were to
be posed and come to the conclusion that by the additional
questions asked by Senators Russell and Green, and some of the
staff people, and some of the questions you asked of yourselves,
that we basically have covered all 60 questions that we had
originally intended to ask.
I would simply think at this time that we would like to, in
light of what we have all heard here today, suggest a closing
statement by each of you, and it doesn't have to be real long,
but take as long as you need.
Why don't we start with you, Mr. Descamp.
MR. DESCAMP: I simply would like to state that this is
a difficult situation; that there are traditionally two groups
that
argue
these
types of
issues.
Those
groups are
employee-oriented groups or employer-oriented groups. I'm here
representing the people who are in neither one; I'm here
representing the people who represent retirement systems and
their members.
As I've stated before, this is a rather odious law that's been
passed.
It creates an enormous number of administrative and
other difficulties. One way or the other, we're pushed against
the wall, and we have to do something.
As stated earlier by most of the people who are on this panel,
it would appear that in order to act prudently, we have to
recommend that you, the Legislators, pass legislation in order
to enable us to comply with the provisions.
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to see personally
this Legislature
arisen as

As I again stated
some kind of concerted
and other legis
a result of this

to

I
thank you
thing
and to answer
had and the
that

set this

Mr.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

I'd
1
to
you for the
MR. COON:
when these occurrences happen,
opportunity to be
I
end up smarter than I was, and I'm still concerned about what
I don't know about
1 of
As I indicated,
but we are anxious to,
need and come to cone

not taken a pqsition yet,
to
the knowledge we
we plan to do that.
Mr. Mosman.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
MR. MOSMAN:
administrative
will face if
reason to 1
what
will

We

't
we
have to
In

But nevertheless,
conjunction with
from our attorneys,
interest to
for
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

s the
to
administrators,
So, I have no
distaste for

I'm

, and in
hearing
•s best

Ms.
is not
can pay

MS. LUND:
telling us that
whatever
its
What they are
1
boundaries, we're
I'm not cqnvinced
another, whether we
fact, they may hope
will become disqual
the benefits, the
the earnings

cares, one
or
As a matter of
so that we
to tax
system, and
's a key issue.

We have, as administrators,
Legislature
two
lls
believe we have
and wish you
whether to hold on

of the
carrying.
I
right hands,
to pass the bills or
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that we, as plan administrators, board
I can guarantee
members, unions, and all the rest of us, employers, will
the problem, and hopefully, to come up with
continue to
fore we need them. Thank you.
creative solutions

•

MR.

, I want to say thank you for
It was very enlightening, and I
with the grandfather. Thank you.

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

1 right, Mr. James.

MR. JAMES: I also would like to thank you.
I think one
of the things
is very commendable is the process that's
gone on here today.
I think 415 is really just the tip of the
iceberg. There's a
of things happening at the federal level
that are threatening the pension plans of not only public but
private employers, and I think it's very important to be able to
react quickly and to make sure that the voices are heard. And I
think this is an excellent way to do it. Thank you.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Mr. King, I inadvertently skipped
over Mr. Kinney and his closing comments, if he has any now. He
has none, so Mr. King.
MR. KING:
I would also like to add my thanks and
compliment
the Legislature here for their level
of understanding and taking the time to sit here and listen to
all of us technic
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Ms. Paulson.

MS. PAULSON: Let me add my voice of thanks.
I know
that Mr. Mosman
Ms. Morrill and I are going to be spending a
lot more
together than probably they would like in the
process of considering further our recommendations to them in
connection with 415 compliance.
This has been an extremely instructive symposium, and I've
gained a great deal of valuable additional information.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Mr . LeSueur .

MR. LeSUEUR: I also say thank
to participate in the symposium.

you for the opportunity

I would like to make -- just add one comment on something that I
think should be followed up as a legislative something to seek
in Washington, and that is, one solution that we talked about
that maybe hasn't been brought out enough is -- to the whole
problem -- is to somehow have nonqualified plans, which in the
private sector are called excess plans, to replace any benefits
that are above and beyond the Section 415 limits.
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Right now, the private sector
tax efficient way.
because you're limited
inequitable way that you
reasonable goal and obj
to happen in
I
know that has
unsuccessful. I

I

So, I

to do that in a
mechanism
think that's an
think that is a
change

on

been

a

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:
MR.
FRIEND:
I, too,
commend
the legislative
pursuing this issue for their

together and
are here and

I'd like to
these
this excess plan approach. I
might solve this
direction of creat
contribution plans,
Section 457 through
same kind of advantages
the use of excess plan,
example, the Section 415
from the
employers
one part going
trust,
going out to
limited as to
the differenc~
simple, straight
to be some administrative
it would be
I do think that there's
the Treasury and assert

an

pursuing
that we
in the
,
defined
imposition of
sector the
, permitting
when, for

to

before

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER
MR.

LEAVITT:

the
staying

opportunity to
awake during all of
Seriously, the
importance
that you're
I'd like to echo
Washington, although I think that
some sense of realism. For the
have been working
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not
up
tempered with
f years now, I
to try

and deal
first the issue of 415, the issue of 457 and
nonelective
compensation, and more recently Section 89,
another of, I'm sure, your favorite topics, not with very much
success from the point of view of state and local government
employers.
because we

We were success
able to demonstrate

were

need.

Reality is that what
happening in Washington, unfortunately,
is that your Congressmen and Senators, and their staffs perhaps
more importantly, are beginning to view you, state and local
government officials, as a special interest group, no different
than the doctors, the
, you name it. And we know that's
not true, and
incumbent upon each of us to try and convey
that message.
The other reality within which we are working is that the
federal budget, the federal coffers, forego $50 billion a year
in tax revenue in the pension area.
They forego $32 billion a
year in tax revenue with respect to health benefits.
These are large numbers that Congress has increasingly been
focusing upon. And in that focus, they are losing sight of the
difference between public and private plans.
While I think it's important to keep reminding them that there
are differences and valid reasons for treating public plans
differently, I think that it would be imprudent to tie your
hopes and dreams to that, and to not move forward with something
that would put the plans
compliance in the interim.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: What are those differences?
you see as the differences?

What do

I mean, if we're going to make the argument, I don't really see
a heck of a
of difference.
The salaries have come up
dramatically in the public sector side, as compared to where
they were when these benefit levels were established many years
ago.

•

MR. LEAVITT: I guess my statement was a very general
statement, not only referring to pensions but some examples.
You have many policemen and fire~en on your payrolls who are
different than employees of private industry, because they are
in, oftentimeq, life-threatening situations. And benefit plans,
service-connected disability, for example, and other aspects,
the
length of time that a person can serve in certain
occupations, that's a difference. More fundamentally -CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Refinery
workers are killed in greater number.
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workers and

construction

I hear what you're saying, I just
counter argument. Length
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not a recognition on
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new
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are
more
some

It may be
narrowing,
difficult.
justification
However, I still
net,
and there are
carefully and properly
are different.

too wide a
marshaled
where you

I do think that
and try and
reinforcing
doctors and
under every rock

is
the

But if you
you really are
there is some
again, I'm a

where
think
But
areas.

As a matter
check the
whether Congress said
should apply to governmental
in the legis
the 415 limits. In
Bentsen and I forget
they were talking
asked whether it was
governments.
And
the President's

back and
figure out
whether it
instance
adopted
Senator
sue --
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and other governmental employees should not be subject to the
same limits. And that's the only reference in the legislative
history that we could find in the entire process leading up to
all of ERISA that discussed this.
So, this was an area, to
extent it was discussed, where it
was recognized
wasn't a difference.
CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: Thank you for the bad news there.
thought I'd draw
out on it.

I

Mr. Treece, your closing comment about this whole matter.
MR. TREECE: Well, today's been a unique opportunity for
me, representing labor in the legislative process in a forum
such as this. I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Senators
Green and Russell, for inviting me to participate.
I would -- obviously will be back, talking about our proposal
and our bill, and urging you all to pass what we believe will be
beneficial to Los Angeles County Employees.
I would encourage all those that have picked up the written
document that was distributed today to look beyond the cover
memorandum, so that you're not inclined to be driven by what was
meant to be generalities, and terms like "find its way" are very
specific once you get past that memorandum and get into the
legislation.
Also, I appreciate the opportunity to give labor's viewpoint
about the importance of the collective bargaining process in
looking at the legislation and the c~anges that need to be made.
I thank you again.
SENATOR
may I ask?

RUSSELL:

CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER:

Mr. Chairman,

on that last

comment,

Senator Russell.

SENATOR RUSSELL: I talked with Mr. Grossman about your
plan, and he indicated to me that probably Los Angeles County,
because of the uniqueness of their operation down there or
whatever, that your plan would not be very readily replicated in
other areas.
Is that, from your perspective, a reasonably accurate statement?
MR. TREECE: That's what I'm told by Mr. Grossman.
Part of what we did before we came to the conclusion that -- and
crafted our agreement with the County, was to have the plan
actuary for the L.A. County Retirement Association also review
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CO-CHAIRMAN ELDER: In conclusion, I would like to thank
Beth Martinez of my staff, who's helped put this
together, and Tom Branan, also of my staff, for their work
coordinating with Mr. Cox.
I appreciate very much all of your time and effort in this
I
hope that the transcript that is produced out of this hearing
will, to some extent, lighten your future requirements at
further hearings in other locations. We intend to make this
available through the kind offices of PERS and STRS to the
various contracting agencies, so that they can wade through
these hearings and understand the complexities, or appreciate at
least, the complexities of this issue, and to some extent,
m1n1m1ze what must be a regular routine of appearing in hearing
after hearing after hearing all around the State of California,
at least, and probably other places, although we can't really
affect other places.
So with that, I would like to thank everyone for their attention
and for your contribution today. Again, thanks.
(Thereupon this Joint Hearing of
the Assembly and Senate Committees
was adjourned at approximately
5:35P.M.)
--ooOoo--

•
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APPENDIX

AB 50 (ELDER)
STATE TEACHERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM
SB 200 (RUSSELL)
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM
LEGISLATORS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM
JUDGES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM
SB 869 (GREEN)
LOS ANGELES COUNTY
SB 875 (RUSSELL)
'37 ACT COUNTIES

PAGE

BILL NUMBER: AB 50
BILL TEXT
AMENDED IN SENATE
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY
INTRODUCED BY

JULY 17, 1989
JUNE 27, 1989
JUNE 5, 1989
FEBRUARY 9, 1989

Assembly Member Elder
DECEMBER 6, 1988

An act to amend Section 22218.6 of , and to add Section 22514 to, the
Education Code,
and to amend Section 1543:1 or-the Government
Code,
relating to-the-state Teachers' Ret1remen~ystem , and making an
appropriation therefor .
- ---

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
AB 50, as amended, Elder.
STRS:
reports eR ~ke ~e~ti~R eR aese~s :
IRC 415 limitations .
---(rr- The existing State Teachers' Retirement Law requires the retirement
system to subm1t annual reports to the Legislature, which include specified
information regarding rates of return by asset type.
This bill would require that report also to include the book valuation
return on a 5-year, 3-year, 2-year, and 1-year basis.
(2) Existing federal income tax laws provide special benefit
limitations for ~ublic ret1remenr-prans.
Public retirement plans
risk loss of-rfie1r federal tax-exempt status unless they elect to
oe-Eouna-E1--speciiied benefit payment limitat1ons. A pubrrc---retrreffient plan may elect to exemtt members who became pl~n
part1c1pants prior to January 1,990, from~ limitat1ons if
the plan also e ects to be bouna §y these-lim1tations for all
members who joln on or aTier thataate.
--- - The existing State Teachers' Retirement Law provides specified
beneiits upon retirement for members of the-state Teachers'
Ret1rement System (STRS).~his bill woura-m~hat election for
purposes of that law.
This-oiTl woul~vrae-tnar-benefits --ta~able to-aby person wno-Eecomes-a-iem er on or-after January 1,
9 0, shall e sub~ect to the Section 415 liffiitat~ as
-specTfrea;-ana wou d require-the Teachers' Ret1rement Board to
provide to each emplofer ~ reiated notice for distribu~to each
person wno,-ror the f1rst time, becomes a member on or after
January 1,
This bill would also expand the scofleorrepresentatlon under the statutes foverning puOIIc sc ooremplo¥er-employee relations to 1nc ude alternative compensation or
benef1ts for employees adversely affected £1 those pension

.!ill..:.
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PAGE
BILL NUMBER: AB 50
BILL TEXT
limitations. This new expansion would impose state-reimbursable,
state-mandated-rocar-negotiating costs since it would expand the
subjects which are negotiable under-tOe-exiSting statutes relating
to public-scKOor-employer-employee-reiations. This bill would also
make related legislative findin~s and declarations.
This bill would also approprlate-$100,000 from the Teachers'
RetrreiDenr-Funa-tO ~Teachers' Ret1rement Boara IOr expenditure
for these p~ses.-------(~e Ca ifornia Constitution requires the state to reimburse
locar-agencies and school districts for certain costs mandated £y
~tate.
Statutora prov1s1ons estabiish procedures for making that
reimbursement, inclu inf the creation of a State Mandates claims
Fund to E!Y the costs o mandates whicn-do not exceed $1,000,000
stateWide ana-other procedures for claims-wnose statewide costs
exceed $1,~,000.
------This bill would provide that, if the Commission on State
Manoates-aefermines that thrs-Ellr-contalnS costs mand~~ the
state, reimbursement-ror those costs shall be made pursuant to--those statutor~ §roceoures-and,-rr-the statewiae-cost does not
exceed $1,000, 0 I shall be-made-rrom the State Manoates-claTms
Fund.
-- ---- ---- --- ----Vote: majority. Appropriation:
Ae
State-mandated local program:
Re ~ .

~

.

Fiscal committee:

yes.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1.
The Legislature hereby finds and declares that it is
the intent of the-Legislature in enacting this act that memoers-of-tne State Teacners' Retirement Ststem not be adversery-im~acted ~
the apprrcation of Section 415 £_ ~ Internal Revenue Co e.
The
State Teachers' Ret1rement System ~ encouraged to work-ciOSely with
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teacher organizations
a supplemental llan which maintains
the future retirement
it members whi e marntaining the
ITScal integrity of the TeacherST Ret1rement Fund. The supplemental
pla should not resu~in any additional liabTIItY to the
p 1 oyer.
The State Teachers' Retirement System is further encoura~ed to
monitOr-me-benefits of its members and notify affected ind1viduals
of ~-options, if aeemed appropriate £1 the State Teachers'
Ret1rement System.
SEC. 2.

Section 22514 is added to the Education Code, to read:
(a) NotwitfiStandTng ahy other-prov1s1on of this~art, the
benefits pa~le to i1y person w 0 oecomes a member on or a ter
January 1,990, Sha
be subjecr-to the limitat1ons-se~forth in
Section 4I5-or-the-Internal Revenue-code without regara-to-sectiOn
415(b)(2T(F)-of-rfie Internal Revenue-code.
-(b) Notwitnstanding bny other law, the benefits payable to aby
lerson who became ~ mem er ~r1of to January 1, 1990, shall not ~
ess than the accrued benef1t o the member under-this system
TOeterminen-without regard to a~a-affiendment to the-sy5tem made
after October 14, 1987) as prov1 ed in Section 4T5(b)(10) or-the
Internal Revenue-c~ ---- --(c) For puraoses-oi the limitation set forth in subdivision (b),
the-rerm-'amen ment•-rs-aeemed to mean the-payiDent limitations set
rorth in Section !11 ~ the Internar-Revenue ~ For purposes
of any layment lim1tat1ons made pursuant to Sect1on 4T5 of the
Interna Revenue Code, this-sy5tem is deemed the 'primary pian.•
~4-.-

•

•

~ The board shall provide to each employer a notice of the
content and effect of subdivision (a) for distribution to ea~
person w~ for the-rirst time, becomes-a member on or alter-January 1, 1990.--- ----- -------- ----SEC. 3.
Section 22218.6 of the Education Code is amended to read:
11218~.
The board shall submit an annual report to the Legislature, which
report shall include:
(a) A copy of the annual audit performed pursuant to Section 22220.
(b) A review by a consultant, a summary of any changes in actuarial
assumptions from the previous year, a review of the system's asset mix
strategy, a market review of the economic and financial environment in which
investments were made, and a summary of the system's general investment
strategy.
(c) A description of the investments of the system, including the
concentration of stocks and bonds, at cost and market value, including
dividends and coupons, and a summary of major changes that occurred since the
previous year.

(d) The following information regarding the rate of return of the system by
asset type:
(1) Time-weighted return on a five-year, three-year, two-year, and
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one-year basis.
(2) Dollar-weighted return on a five-year, three-year, two-year, and
one-year basis.
(3) Book valuation return on a five-year, three-year, two-year, and
one-year basis.
(4) Portfolio return comparisons which compare investment returns with an
alternative theoretical portfolio of comparable funds, universes, and indexes.
(5) Returns as credited to employer accounts.
(6) Returns as reported in annual reports.
(7) Returns as reported by the Controller.
(e) A transaction summary which shall adequately review the system's
custodial relationship and daily cash management, purchases, sales, turnover,
private placements, soft dollar purchases, and transaction costs such as
commissions, dealer spreads and accommodations.
(f) The system shall report on the use of outside investment advisers and
managers and any participation in corporate annual meetings and shareholder
voting.
(g) A statement of actuarial gains and losses, including the components of
the employer contribution rate, and the sensitivity of the statement
information to changes in the economic or noneconomic actuarial assumptions.
(h) A discussion of the system portfolio of the system containing the
following information:
(1) Concentration, current holdings at cost and market value, risk
characteristics (R-squared, Beta, standard error), fundamentals (P/E, dividend
yield, measures of growth, size, earnings quality, debt/equity) of equities.
(2) Concentration, current holdings at cost and market value, maturity,
duration, quality, coupon, and current yield of fixed income instruments.
(3) Current holdings at cost and market value of real estate equities.
(4) Current holdings at cost and market value of mortgages.
(5) Securities lending activity.
(6) Options and forward commitments.
(7) Cash and cash equivalents.
(i) Include a performance review of asset allocation, of equities due to
market timing, sector selection, stock selection and trading, of fixed income
instruments due to interest rate anticipation skills, credit analysis, sector
trading and swapping and of value added over indexing (alpha).
(j) A review of the system's custodial relationship and daily cash
management and a summary of the system's investment transactions, including
purchases, sales, turnover, private placements, soft dollar purchases, and
transaction costs such as commissions, dealer spreads and accommodations.
(k) A review of the role of any outside managers and advisers, stockholder
voting, and changes in investment staff or reorganization.
SEC. 4. Section 3543.2 of the Government Code is amended to
reaa=-- --- --~43.2.
(a) The scope of representation shall be limited to matters
relating to wages, hours of employment, and other terms and conditions of
employment. 'Terms and conditions of employment' mean health and welfare
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benefits as defined by Section 53200, leave, transfer and reassignment
policies, safety conditions of employment, class size, procedures to be used
for the evaluation of employees, organizational security pursuant to Section
3546, procedures for processing grievances pursuant to Sections 3548.5,
3548.6, 3548.7, and 3548.8, aRe the layoff of probationary certificated
school district employees, pursuant to Section 44959.5 of the Education Code
~ and alternative com~ensation or benefits for emplo~ees adversely
afrected £1 aension l1mitations ~ursuant to Section 2514 of the
Education Co e .
In addition, t e exclusiVe representat1ve-or-certificated
personnel nas-the right to consult on the definition of educational
objectives, the determination of the content of courses and curriculum, and
the selection of textbooks to the extent such matters are within the
discretion of the public school employer under the law. All matters not
specifically enumerated are reserved to the public school employer and may not
be a subject of meeting and negotiating, provided that nothing herein may be
construed to limit the right of the public school employer to consult with any
employees or employee organization on any matter outside the scope of
representation.
(b) Notwithstanding Section 44944 of the Education Code, the public school
employer and the exclusive representative shall, upon request of either party,
meet and negotiate regarding causes and procedures for disciplinary action,
other than dismissal, including a suspension of pay for up to 15 days,
affecting certificated employees.
If the public school employer and the
exclusive representative do not reach mutual agreement, then the provisions of
Section 44944 of the Education Code shall apply.
(c) Notwithstanding Section 44955 of the Education Code, the public school
employer and the exclusive representative shall, upon request of either party,
meet and negotiate regarding procedures and criteria for the layoff of
certificated employees for lack of funds.
If the public school employer and
the exclusive representative do not reach mutual agreement, then the
provisions of Section 44955 of the Education Code shall apply.
(d) Notwithstanding Section 45028 of the Education Code, the public school
employer and the exclusive representative shall, upon the request of either
party, meet and negotiate regarding the payment of additional compensation
based upon criteria other than years of training and years of experience.
If
the public school employer and the exclusive representative do not reach
mutual agreement, then the provisions of Section 45028 of the Education Code
shall apply.
~ ~ There is hereby appropriated from the Teachers'
Ret1rement ~to the Teachers' Retirement Board the sum of one
hundred thousand-aoiiars ($100,000) for expenartUre to carry out the
purposes of Sections 1 and 2 of this act.
SEC. 6-.-Notwithstanding Section-T7~of the Government Code, if
the-commiSsion on State Mandates determines that th1s act contalnscosts mandated £X ~tate, re1mbursement to-IOcar-agencies and
SCFiCiOl districts tor-those costs shall be madepursuant to Part ]_
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(commencing with Section 17500) of Division 4 of Title ~ of the
Government C~ If the statewiae cost of tlie clarm-Ior
reimbursemenr-aoes-no~xceed one miiTion-dOIIars-1$1~0,000),
reimbursement snail-oe made from the State Mandates claims Fund.
Notwithstandin~tiOn-ri58o-o! the GOVernment code, unles_s____
otherwise spec1fied in this act, the prov1s1ons of this act shall
become operative on the ~ ~ ~ the act takes effect
pursuant to the caiirornla ConstltUtlon.
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AMENDED IN SENATE

INTRODUCED BY

1

JULY 19, 1989
MAY 8, 1989

Senator Russell
JANUARY 18, 1989

An act to add Sections 936±T±3T ~±~G9T6T aRe f;G~6T6 9359.01, 21200.01,
and 75075.01 to , and to add and repeal Section 20123.5 of, the
Government Code,- relating-to public ret1rement systems,-making an
appro~riation therefor, and declaring the urgency thereof, to tafe effect
immed1ately.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
SB 200, as amended, Russell. Public retirement systems: benefits:
limits.
Existing federal income tax laws provide special benefit limitations for
public retirement plans. Public retirement plans risk loss of their federal
tax-exempt status unless they elect to be bound by specified benefit payment
limitations. A public retirement plan may elect to exempt members who became
plan participants prior to January 1, 1990, from these limitations if the plan
also elects to be bound by these limitations for all members who join on or
after that date.
The existing Legislators' Retirement Law, Public Employees' Retirement Law,
and Judges' Retirement Law, provide specified benefits upon retirement for
their members. ~A~s
(1) This bill would make those elections for purposes of ~Rase ±aws
the-regiSiators' Retirement Law and the Judges' Retirement Law
(2) This bill would require the Board of Administration of PERS,
in cooperation wi~rious pubiTC entities, to conduct a study of
the impact of section 415 of the Internal Revenue Code ~pon
-oenefits, as-specified~na-to make related recommenaat1ons to the
Legislature-£1 March 1, I99o:- This requ1rement would be repealeaas of January 1~1.
-- This bill woula-prQvide that retirement rights conferred £1 the
Pubrrc-Emproyees' Retirement Law upon any lerson who for the-rirst
time becomes a member on or atter January , 1990, are not vested
to the extent-that those rTg~re affected £l changes-rn the
Internal Revenue-cooe;-as s~ecifTea, including Section 4~ --limitations and cOSt=Of=Iiv1ng ad~ustments.
This ~would require
the system to provide to each emp oyer ~ relatea-not1ce for
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distribution to each person who for the first time becomes a
member on or alter-January 1~99U:
This-niii would make relatea-Iegislative findings and
declaratiOnS.----------This bill would also aapropriate $100,000 from the Public
to the Board of Adiiiii1Istration for
expen iture for these aurposes.
(3) This-oTll woul declare that it is to take effect immediately as an
urgency statute.
vote:
2/3. Appropriation: Re ~
Fiscal committee: yes.
State-mandated local program: no.
Emp~eS'Ret:Ir"eiiiei1tFun

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1.
read:

Section

9~6±T±~

9359.01 is added to the Government Code, to

9~6±T±~T

9359.01.
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this part, the
benefits payable to any person who becomes a member on or after January 1,
1990, shall be subject to the limitations set forth in Section 415 of the
Internal Revenue Code.
(b) Notwithstanding any other law, the benefits payable to any person who
became a member prior to January 1, 1990, shall be subject to the greater of
the following limitations as provided in Section 415(b)(10) of the Internal
Revenue Code:
(1) The limitations set forth in Section 415 of the Internal Revenue Code.
(2) The accrued benefit of a member under this system (determined without
regard to any amendment to the system made after October 14, 1987).
(c) For purposes of the limitation set forth in paragraph (2) of
subdivision (b), the term 'amendment' is deemed to mean the payment
limitations set forth in Section 415 of the Internal Revenue Code. For
purposes of any payment limitations made pursuant to Section 415 of the
Internal Revenue Code, this system is deemed the 'primary plan.'
6S€T ~T See~ieR ~±~GGT6 is asses ~e ~Re 6eYe~RMeR~ €eseT ~e
~eas-t
~±~GGT6T

+a+

Ne~wi~ks~aRsiR~

aRy

e~ke£

~£eYisieR

e£

~kis

~a£~T
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~he eeRe!i~e ~ayaele ~e aRy ~e~aeR whe eeeemes a memee~ eR e~
a!~e~ ~aR~a~y ±7 ±99G 7 shall ee s~ejee~ te the ±imi~atieRa se~
£e~~R iR SeetieR 4±; e£ ~Re ~R~e~Ra± ReYeR~e eeaeT
fat Ne~wi~RstaRaiR~ aRy e~Re£ law; the BeRe£i~s ~ayaele te aRy
~e~seR WAS eeeame a memee~ ~riS£ te ~aR~ary l; ±99G; shall ee
e~ejeet ~a the ~rea~e~ e£ the £ellewiR~ limi~a~ieRs as ~reviaee iR
See~ieR 4±;fe++±G+ e£ ~he !R~erAal ReYeR~e eeee~
+±+ ~he limi~atieRs se~ £er~h iA See~ieR 4±; e£ ~he !R~e~Aal
ReYeR~e eeeeT
+~+ ~he aeer~ee eeRe£it e£ a member ~Rae£ ~his sys~em
tee~e~miAee withe~~ ~e~a~e ~e aRy ameAemeA~ ~e ~he system maee
a£~e~ ee~eee£ ±4; ±98~tT
fet ~er ~~~~eses e£ ~Ais see~ieR; a perseA is eeemee ~e eeeeme
a memee~ e£ ~his sys~em SR ~he ea~e e£ hire ey aft em~leye£ whieh
is a memee£ e£ ~his sys~emT ~e£ ~~Fpeses e£ ~he limi~a~ieR se~
£e~~A iR ~a£a~£a~h +~+ e£ s~eeivisieR fet 7 the ~e£m LameAemeR~L is
eeemee ~e meaR ~he paymeR~ limi~a~ieAs se~ £e£~A iA
See~ieR 4±;
e£ ~he IR~e£Aal ReveR~e EeeeT ~e£ p~F~eses e£ aRy ~aymeA~
limi~a~ieRs maee ~~£s~aRt te See~ieR 4±; e£ ~Ae !A~e£Ral ReYeR~e
6eee; ~AiS sys~em is eeemee ~Ae L~£imary ~loRTL
SBET 3T See~ieR ~;e~eT6 is aeeee ~e ~Ae 6eYe£AmeR~

SEC. 2.
reaa=-- --

Section 20123.5 is added to the Government Code, to
-- ----- -- ------- -~123.5.
(a) It is the intent of the Legislature, in enacting
this sect1on,~ ensure-rfiat each memoer of the Public Employees'
Retirement System be proVTOed-retirement oenerit commensurate, to the
extent possible, with the services rendered without violating the
1ntent and purposes-Df-s€ction 415 of the Internal Revenue Code:However~ime restraints prohibrr-a~horough analysis, £y toe-end
of the 19sg-Jegislative ~ of the retirement benefits whiCh--woura-be-aifected §y the pr1vate sector limits contained 1n Section
~f~he Internar-Revenue Code.
----(0) The board shall, in cooperation with the LeSislative Analyst,
the-oepartmenr-Qf Personnel Administrat~ the pu lie afiencies which
contract ~ the Public Employees' Retiremenr-s¥stem, ~ countres-which tart1c1pate under the.county Emploaees Ret1rement Law of 1937,
ected employee organ1zations, con uct a study to review~
oenei1ts under the Public Emllolees' Ret1rement Law and shall report
to ~ Le~ture §y March __, 990, as to the impact that
Sect1on 4 5 of the Internal Revenue COde wirr-have on ~future
membershrp-or-t~sSstem and also to-recommend-ro-tne ~islature
ahy changes-rn theenefi~ InCiudTng cost-of-riving adJustments,
____
t may be necessary to ensure that all future members receive

ana-at

benefits, that, in total, will be as close as possible to the
actuarial value OI the benerrts~hat ~ember would have-neen
entitled to had tne--rtideral limitsnot been 1n prace:- HO"WeYer;- in
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no instance, shall the recommended benefits exceed the private
sector limitatiOnS set forth in Section 415 of the Infernal Revenue
Code.
--- -------- --~) It is the intent of the Legislature, in authorizing this
stu~ tEat to the extent possible, the cost to the emelo!er-!Or
any recommenaed-aJternat1Ve benefit plans ShalT oe-e§U1Va ent to the
cost of the benefits in effect pr7or to January ~ 1 90.
---rdr-TKIS sect1on snall remain 1n eiiect only until Januara 1,
199r;-ana-as of that-aafe 1s repeaTed, unless a later enacte -statUt~wnTcn-is-chaprerea-before January 1, I9~eletes or
extends tnal:IOate.
--SEC. ~sectiOn 21200.01 is added to the Government Code, to
reaa:-- --- ----~200.01.
1!1 Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the
retirement rights conferred Q¥ this pari upon any person who for
the first time becomes a member on or a ter January 1, 1990;
snalr-nof oe-Yested to the exten~tnat those rights are-ar!ected
~ chaoges-rn the Internal Revenue-coae-re!ating to ITmitat1ons
up~n pu lie-retirement systems, 1nciUOing, but no~limited to,
pr1vate sector limits contained in Section liS ~the Internal
Revenue Code and including all cost-of-livi~aOJustments.
The
limitation-Imposed~ Section 415 shall be a justed pursuant to
Section 415(d)(l)(A) and (B).
(b) The board shall provrde to each employer a notice of the
content and-ei!ec~subdivision ~for distriout1on to-eacnperson woo-for the IIrst time becomes a member on or after---January 1, !990-.-- ----- ------(c) It is-tOe intent of the Legislature to enact legislation
during tlie~ plan-year of the Public Emproyees' Retirement
System ~inn1ng after January 1, ~ that would exem~t all
members 2_ the Puorrc-Employees' Ret1rement System who JOined the
system pdibr to Januara 1, 1990, from the Section 415 limits as
permitte ~ tlie 'gran fath~rOVISion-conta1ned-rn the Tecnnical
and Miscellaneous Revenue Acto 1988 (TAMRA).
This sUbOiv1s1on
snall become inoeerat1ve On Januara 1, 1992.
------sfC. 4.
Sect1on 75075:01 is ad eo-to-tOe Government Code, to
reaa:-- --- ----- -- --+;Q+6~6~

75075.01.
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this part, the
benefits payable to any person who becomes a member on or after January 1,
1990, shall be subject to the limitations set forth in Section 415 of the
Internal Revenue Code.
(b) Notwithstanding any other law, the benefits payable to any person whc
became a member prior to January 1, 1990, shall be subject to the greater of
the following limitations as provided in Section 415(b)(10) of the Internal
Revenue Code:
(1) The limitations set forth in Section 415 of the Internal Revenue Code
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(2) The accrued benefit of a member under this system (determined without
regard to any amendment to the system made after October 14, 1987).
(c) For purposes of the limitation set forth in paragraph (2) of
subdivision (b), the term 'amendment' is deemed to mean the payment
limitations set forth in Section 415 of the Internal Revenue Code. For
purposes of any payment limitations made pursuant to Section 415 of the
Internal Revenue Code, this system is deemed the 'primary plan.'
S8€T 4T

SEC. 5. There is hereby appropriated ~ the Public Emeloyees'
Retirement ~to the Board of Administrat1on of the Publ1c
Emtloyees' Retrremenr-sysrem the sum of one hunarea-fhousand dollars
($ 00,000) for expenditure to carry out the purposes of Sections 1
and 3 of thrs-act.
---SEC-.-6:--Thrs-ict is an urgency statute necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety within the meaning of
Article IV of the Constitution and shall go into immediate effect. The facts
constituting the necessity are:
±R e£ee£

~ha~

elee~ieRs

ie£

~he

~e~isla~e£sL

Re~i£eMeR~

Sys~eMT

~he P~elie Sm~leyeesL Re~ifeMeR~ Sys~em 7 aRe ~he J~e~esL Re~i£eMeR~
Sys~eM ~e ee ee~RB ey ee£~aiR £eee£al iReeme ~aM liMi~a~ieRS £e£
~~elie £e~i£eMeR~ eys~ems may ee maee iR a ~imely maRRe£T i~ is

Reeessa£y

In order that the research necessary to determine the nature and
extent of the-e!fects upon the benefits payable £x the Public
--Emplo~ees' Ret1rement System may be commenced at the earliest
possi le time, ~ ~ necessary tnat this act take-effect immediately.
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BILL TEXT
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY
INTRODUCED BY

Senator Cecil Green
(Principal coauthor:

JULY 17, 1989
JULY 6, 1989
Assembly Member Elder)

MARCH 6, 1989
An act to amend Section 31580.2 of, and to add Article 2.1 (commencing with
Section 31510) to Chapter 3 of Part 3 of Division 4 of Title 3 of, the
Government Code,
relating to the County Employees Retirement Law of 1937.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
SB 869, as amended, C. Green.
County retirement:
Los Angeles County.
The existing County Employees Retirement Law of 1937 presently contains
various alternative benefit provisions which may be selected by various
counties.
This bill would authorize Los Angeles County to elect to be subject to an
additional supplemental defined contribution plan, as specified, supported
solely by redirected member contributions, for new hires, whose purpose is to
provide, in conjunction with certain existing plans, approximately the same
level of retirement benefits to new hires who will be subject to the
limitations in Section 415 of the Internal Revenue Code as they would receive
under the other benefit provisions in the absence of those federal limitations
while not affecting the rate of either member or employer contributions.
This
bill would also express its intent to make, with respect to all retirement
plans within the Los Angeles County retirement system, a specified election
authorized by federal tax law to exempt members who become plan participants
prior to January 1, 1990.
This new authorization would impose
state-reimbursable, state-mandated local negotiating costs, since its exercise
would be subject to negotiation under existing law relating to local public
employer-employee relations.
The existing County Employees Retirement Law of 1937 provides that the
annual expense of administration shall not exceed .18% of the total assets of
the retirement system, except that in Los Angeles County, until January 1,
1990, the limit would be .18% provided, that the expense of the county in any
intervening year which exceeds .15% shall be restricted to capital
improvements and related necessary system modernization and improvement
services and that, thereafter, the limit for Los Angeles County would be .15%.
This bill would, for Los Angeles County, extend the termination of that
exception from January 1, 1990, to January 1, 1992, and would state that the
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extra money made available thereby is needed for compliance with Section 415
of the Internal Revenue Code.
~he €ali€eFAia €eAs~i~~~ieA Fe~~i£es ~he s~a~e ~e Feime~Fse leeal
a~eAeiee aAs eeheel sis~Fie~s £eF eeF~aiA ees~s maAsa~es ey ~he

s~a~eT
s~a~~~eFy ~£eYisieAs es~aelieh ~FeeeS~Fes £eF makiA~ ~ha~
Feime~FsemeA~ 7 iRel~siA~ ~he e£ea~ieR e£ a S~a~e MaRsa~ee €laime
¥~As ~e ~ay ~he ees~s e£ maAsa~es whieh se Re~ eHeees
$± 7 GGG 7 GGG e~a~ewise aAs e~he£ ~Feees~Fes £eF elaims whese e~a~ewise
ees~s eHeeeS $±TGGGTGGGT
~his sill we~le ~£eYise ~ha~T i£ ~he eemmissieA eA s~a~e
MaAea~ee se~eFmiAes ~ha~ ~hie sill eeR~aiRS ees~s maAea~es ey ~he
s~a~eT FeimB~£SemeA~ £e£ ~hese ees~S shall ee mase ~~£S~aA~ ~e
~hese e~a~~~eFy ~£eees~Fes aAST i£ ~he e~a~ewise ees~ sees Ae~
eHeeee $± 7 GGGTGGGT shall ee mase ££em ~he S~a~e MaAsa~es €!aims

P~AST

The California Constitution requires the state to reimburse local
agencies and school districts for certain costs mandated §y the _____
state.
Statutory prov1s1ons establish procedUres for mak1ng that
reimbursement.
Th1s bill would erovide that no reimbursement is required ~
this act for ~ spec1fied reason.
Vote:
majority.
Appropriation:
State-mandated local program:
yes.

no.

Fiscal committee:

yes.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. Article 2.1 (commencing with Section 31510) is added to Chapter
3 of Part 3 of Division 4 of Title 3 of the Government Code, to read:
Article 2.1.

Additional Plan for Counties of the First Class
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31510.
(a) This article shall be applicable to all members of the
retirement system of any county of the first class, as defined by Section
28020, as amended by Chapter 1204 of the Statutes of 1971, and Section 28022,
as amended by Chapter 43 of the Statutes of 1961.
(b) The purpose of this article is to provide a defined contribution plan
which, in conjunction with retirement benefit provisions otherwise contained
in this chapter, will provide approximately the same level of retirement
benefits to persons who become members on or after January 1, 1990, and are
subject to the limitations set forth in Section 415 of the Internal Revenue

•

•

Code of 1986, as they would receive under the other retirement benefit
provisions in the absence of those limitations, while not affecting the rate
of either member or employer contributions to the retirement system.
In
addition, it is intended that subdivisions (c) and (d) constitute an election
under Section 415(b)(10)(C) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 with respect
to all retirement plans within the retirement system.
(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of this part, the benefits payable
to any person who becomes a member on or after January 1, 1990, shall be
subject to the limitations set forth in Section 415 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986, as adjusted pursuant to Section 415(d)(1)(A) and (B).
(d) Notwithstanding any other law, the benefits payable to any person who
became a member prior to January 1, 1990, shall not be subject to the
limitations set forth in Section 415(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986,
except to the extent required by subsection (b)(10)(A) of Section 415.
(e) The election described in subdivision (b) shall apply to all employers
whose employees are members of the retirement system of the county who have
not withdrawn from the retirement system prior to December 31, 1989.
(f) The retirement benefits of all persons who become members on or after
January 1, 1990, in Safety Plan B or General Plan D shall be governed by this
chapter applicable to those plans and by this article.
(g) In the event of a conflict, this article shall supersede and prevail
over other provisions or application of provisions otherwise contained in this
chapter.
31510.1.
Unless the context otherwise requires, the definitions contained
in this section govern the construction of this article.
(a) 'Board' means the board of retirement.
(b) 'Employer' means the county, district, or agency whose employees are
members of the retirement system of the county.
(c) 'General Plan F' means the defined contribution plan established in
accordance with this article for the benefit of certain members of General
Plan D.
(d) 'Plan F' means General Plan F and Safety Plan F, collectively.
(e) 'Prior plan' means Safety Plan B or General Plan D, as the context
requires.
(f) 'Safety Plan F' means the defined contribution plan established in
accordance with this article for the benefit of certain members in Safety Plan
B.

/DO
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31510.2.
(a) The board of supervisors of any county subject to this
article shall establish two defined contribution retirement plans authorized
by Section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. The terms of the plans
shall be mutually agreed to by the employer and employee representatives.
The
plans shall be known as General Plan F and Safety Plan F.
(b) Any general member described in subdivision (f) of Section 31510 shall
participate in General Plan F, and any safety member described in subdivision
(f) of Section 31510 shall participate in Safety Plan F, after commencement of
his or her participation in the prior plan.
(c) The board, upon the advice of the actuary, shall determine the portion
of the member contributions otherwise required under the prior plan that shall
be credited to plan F in lieu of being credited to the other plan.
In doing
so, the board shall provide for the level of contributions to plan F that is
the minimum amount sufficient to satisfy the purposes set forth in subdivision
(b) of Section 31510.
(d) The right of the member to benefits derived from member contributions
vests upon the commencement of participation in plan F.
(e) In the event that a member or beneficiary becomes entitled to receive a
benefit in the form of an annuity under the terms of the prior plan, the
member's account in plan F shall be converted to the same form of annuity as
is payable to the member or beneficiary from the prior plan.
The amount of
the annuity payable under the prior plan, calculated prior to the application
of this article (including the limitations set forth in Section 415 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986), shall be reduced by the amount of the annuity
generated under plan F as described in the preceding sentence.
The amount
payable from plan F shall be paid at the same time and in the same manner as
the annuity payable from the prior plan or may be provided through an annuity
contract purchased from an insurance company, at the discretion of the board.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the member's account in plan F does not
exceed three thousand five hundred dollars ($3,500), it shall be paid to the
member or beneficiary as a lump-sum payment, in lieu of the benefit otherwise
payable under plan F.
(f) If a member or beneficiary becomes entitled to receive the member's
accumulated contributions and interest from the prior plan, the member or
beneficiary shall receive the member's account balance from plan F at that
time and in the same manner.
(g) In applying the limitations set forth in Section 415 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, benefits or annual additions in qualified retirement
plans maintained by an employer separate from the retirement system shall be
reduced first.
Any additional reduction shall be made to the benefits from
plans within the retirement system other than plan F, and then lastly to the
annual addition to plan F.
(h) Plan F shall be administered in accordance with subsection (a) of
Section 410 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Treasury Regulations
issued thereunder.
The plan shall state that it is intended to be a
profit-sharing plan wherein contributions are determined without regard to
current or accumulated profits.

IoI
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31510.3.

It is intended that the excess of benefits payable from the

retirement system upon disability over the benefits that would be payable in
the event of the member's normal termination of employment at s~eA that
time not be subject to the limitations set forth in Section 415 of ~
Internal Revenue Code of 1986.
If the Internal Revenue Service rules that the
excess is subject to those limitations, an employer which is subject to this
article shall provide a disability benefit equal to the portion of the benefit
in excess of those limitations, through a long-term disability plan which
shall be separate from the retirement system.
The terms of that long-term
disability plan shall be mutually agreed to by the employer and employee
representatives and adopted by majority resolution of the board of
supervisors.
31510.4.
It is intended that the maintenance of plan F not affect the rate
of either member or employer contributions to the retirement system.
The
board may set a rate of regular interest credited with respect to
contributions to the prior plan made by members participating in plan F that
is different than the rate of regular interest credited with respect to other
contributions, if necessary to effectuate that intent.
SEC. 2.
Section 31580.2 of the Government Code is amended to read:
31580.2.
In counties where the board of retirement and board of investment
have appointed personnel pursuant to Section 31522.1, the respective boards
shall annually adopt a budget covering the entire expense of administration of
the retirement system which expense shall be charged against the earnings of
the retirement fund.
The expense incurred in any year shall not exceed
eighteen-hundredths of 1 percent of the total assets of the retirement system.
However, in any county of the first class as, as defined by Section 28020, as
amended by Chapter 1204 of the Statutes of 1971, and Section 28022, as amended
by Chapter 43 of the Statutes of 1961, until January 1, 1992, the expense
incurred in that county in any intervening year shall not exceed
eighteen-hundredths of 1 percent of the total assets of the retirement system
provided, that any expense incurred in that county in any such intervening
year which exceeds fifteen-hundredths of 1 percent shall be restricted to
capital improvements and related services necessary to modernize and improve
the system administration and, on and after January 1, 1992, the expense
incurred in any county of the first class, as defined by Section 28020, as
amended by Chapter 1204 of the Statutes of 1971, and Section 28022, as amended
by chapter 43 of the Statutes of 1961, in any year shall not exceed
fifteen-hundredths of 1 percent of the total assets of the retirement system.
The extra money made available by the amendments made to this section, in
the 1989 portion of the 1989-90 Regular Session of the Legislature is needed
for compliance with Section 415 of the Internal Revenue Code.
SE€T 3T Ne~wi~As~aRaiR~ See~ieR ±+6±9 ef ~Ae 6eYe~RmeR~ €eaeT if
~Ae €emmissieR eR S~a~e MaRaa~es ae~e~miRes ~Aa~ ~kis ae~ eeR~aiRs
ees~s maRaa~ea ey ~Re s~a~eT ~eime~~semeR~ ~e ±eea± a~eReies aRa
sekee± ais~~ie~s fe~ ~Rese ees~s sha±± ee maae ~~~s~aR~ ~e Pa~~ +
+eemmeReiR~ wi~A See~ieR ±+;gg+ ef 9iYisieR 4 ef ~i~±e ~ ef ~Re
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6eYe£AmeRt eeeeT ~£ the statewiee eest e£ the e±aim fe£
£eiMB~£SeMeRt eees Ret eMeeee eRe Mi±±ieR ee±±a£5 f$±TQQQTQQQ+T
£eiMB~£SeMeRt sha±± ee maee ££eM the State MaReates e±aims ¥~AST
NetwithstaReiA~ SeetieA ±+~8Q e£ the 6eYe£ameAt 6eee 7 ~a±ess
ethe£wise s~eeifiee iA this aetT the ~£eYisieAs e£ this aet sha±±
eeeeme e~e£atiYe ea the same eate that the aet ta*es effeet
~~£s~aAt

te the 6a±i£e£Aia 6eAstit~tieAT
SEC. 3. No reimbursement is required £y this act pursuant to
SectiOn o-cr-Article XIIIB or-the California-cDnstitution because
this act-is-in accordance-with-me request of a local agency or
SChOor-QiSEriCt which desirea-legrsiative author~o ci7s~ out the
program specifiea-rn-this act.
Notwithstanding SectiOn
O-o! toe
Government Code, unless otnerwise specified in this act, the -- --Erovlslons of this act shall become operative-on ~ same ~
that the act takes e!Iect pursuant to the cali10rn1a Const1tution.
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INTRODUCED BY

1

JULY 20, 1989
MAY 3, 1989

Senator Russell
MARCH 6, 1989

An act to add Section 3!6~3TS ~e 31673.1 to, and to add and repeal
Section 31537 of, the Government Code, reiating to-pUETic-retirement
systems,-ana-deciaring the urgency thereof, to take effect immediately.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
SB 875, as amended, Russell. Public retirement systems: benefits:
limits.
Existing federal income tax laws provide special benefit limitations for
public retirement plans. Public retirement plans risk loss of their federal
tax-exempt status unless they elect to be bound by specified benefit payment
limitations. A public retirement plan may elect to exempt members who became
plan participants prior to January 1, 1990, from these limitations if the plan
also elects to be bound by these limitations for all members who join on or
after that date.
The existing County Employees Retirement Law of 1937 provides specified
benefits upon retirement for members. This bill would make ~Rese the
elections for new members on or after January !L 1990, for purpose_s__
of that law, except as provided.
This bill would refuest each county retirement board to assist
PERS 1n the con:cruct .£__ ~ specTfied study, would encouragethose
boards to ascertain, as specified, the impact of Section 415 of
the Internal Revenue Code f~on retirement beneiTts, as specified,
and !2 make related iaenti 1cations for the Lelislature. These
prov1sions would be repealed as of January !L 991.
This bill woulo-provide that tne retirement-rrgfits conferred £l
the Count~ Emproyees Retirement Law of 1937 upon any person who
tor the flrst time becomes~ memoer on or after January 1, 1990,
are not vested to the extent that those ri~are affected~
cnan~ in the Internal Revenue Co~s specified, including
Sect1on 4I5-private sector limitatiOns-.- This bill would require
each retirement board to provide to each emproyer a reiated notice
for distribution to eacn person wno ~the ~ time becomes a
member on or after January 1, 1990. This requ1rement would impose

I o~
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upon the affected counties state-reimbursable state-mandated local
program costs.
The bill would make related legislative findings and declarations.
This bill would not ~ to Los Angeles County. - The California Constitution requires the state to reimburse local
agencies and school districts for certain-Go~andated §y the _____
state.
statutory lrov1s1ons eStablish lrocedures for mak1nf~at
reimbursement, inc udinf the creat1on o ~ State Mandates C armsFund to ~ the costs o mandates whicn-do not exceed $1,000,000
stateWide ana-other procedures for-craims-wnose statewide costs
exceed $1,~.~
--This bill would provide that, if the Commission on State
Manaates-aefermTnes that thrs-ETlr-contalns costs mand~EY the
state, reimbursement-rei those costs shall be made pursuant to--those statutort ~roceoures-and,-rr-fhe statewine-cost does not
exceed $1,000, 0 , shall be-made-rrom the State Mandates-claims
Fund.
- - - - -- ---~is bill would declare that it is to take effect immediately as an urgency
statute.
Vote:
2/3. Appropriation:
no.
Fiscal committee:
Re ~
State-mandated local program:
Re ~
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:
6S6~f9N
£eae~

±T

6ee~ieR

3±6+3T~

is aeeee

~e

~he

6eYe£R~eR~

EeeeT

~e

3±6+3T~T
fa+ Ne~wi~hs~aReiR~ aRy e~he£ ~£eYisieR e£ ~his eha~~e£T
£e~i£e~eR~ a±±ewaRee ~ayae±e ~e aRy ~e£seR whe eeee~es a ~e~ee£
eR e£ a!~e£ ~aR~a£y ±T ±99GT sha±± iR Re eYeR~ eHeeee ~he
±i~i~a~ieR i~~esee ey See~ieR 4±~ e£ ~he fR~e£Ra± ReYeR~e Eeee e£
±986T whieh is he£eey iRee£~e£a~ee ey £e£e£eReeT Iha~ ±i~i~a~ieR
sha±± ee aej~s~ee iR aeee£eaRee wi~h See~ieR 4±~+e++±++A+ aRe fB+
e£ ~Aa~ eeeeT
+e+ ~his eee~ieR sha±± Re~ a~~±y iR a ee~R~y e€ ~he £i£s~
e±ass as ee!iRee ey 6ee~ieR ~SG~GT as a~eReee ey Gha~~e£ ±~G4 e£
~he s~a~~~es e£ ±9+±T aRe See~ieR ~SG~~T as a~eReee ey Eha~~e£ 43
e£ ~he 6~a~~~es e£ ±96±T
~he

SSET

~ ....

SECTION 1.
read:

~537.

Section 31537 is added to the Government Code, to

~!!is the intent of the Legislature, ~enacting
this act, to ensure tnat each member of a county ret1rement s~stem
aiiec~~the priv~sector limits-contained in sect1on 41
of
the Internal-aevenue Code be provided a ret1rement benefit - - -commensurate, to the exten~possible, with the servlces rendered
without violating the 1ntent and purposes-of Section 415 of the
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Internal Revenue Code.
However, time restraints prohibit ~ thorough
analysis, Qy the end of the 1989 Iegislative ~ of the
retirement-oene!its wnTcn-woura-be affected Ex~ private sector
limits contained in section 415 OI the Internal~venue Code.
(b) Each board is requested to assist the Public Employees'
In its reaort to the Le~lature, ~ required Ex
Section 2012 .5.
Eacn-Eoar is encourage to ascerta1n, to the
extent possible and in con]Unction with its-actuarial evalUatiOn

Retiremenr-s~

which is required £y Section 31453 or an¥ annual evaluation
conoucted pursuant to board
the 1mpact that Sect1on 415 of
the Internal Revenue coae-wi 1 have on the future membership-a!
each county ret1remen~steffi; ana-aiSo to identify for the -~slature an* changes ln the oenetrrS,-rncluding cost-OI=living
adJustments, t at mal be-necessary to ensure that all future
members receive-Eene its that, in total, wi11-ne-as close as
possible to the actuarlal-vaiUe-of the beneiits-tnat the member
would have-been entitled to-nad the-rederal limits no~een 1n
prace.~wever, ln no lnstance,-sliall the recommenaea oenefTts
exceed the lrivate-sector limitatrons-ser-torth in Section 415 of
the Interna Revenue Code.
--- ----------(c) It 1s the intenr-oi the LeSislature in authorizing these
studTes-,-tnat-r0 the extent~ssi le, the cost to the employer-tor
any recommenoeo-arternatlveenefit plans shall-ne~uivalent to the
cost of the benefits in effect prior to January T; 1 90.
----r d)Thi s sect1on snall not ~ in ~ county OI the first

torrey,

class as defined £y Section 28020, as amended £1 Chapter 1204 of
of 1971, and Sect1on 28022, as amended
Chapter~3
'Orthe statutes OT196T:--- TeT This sectiOn-snail remain in effect only until Janu~ 1,
1991, and as of that date lS repeaTed, unless a later ena~~ea-
statute, wnTcn-is-chaptereo-before January 1, I9~eietes or
extends t"hafClate.
----SEC. ~Sect1on 31 3.1 is added to the Government Code, to
reaa:-----3-1673.1.
(a) Notwithstanding ~ny other provision of law, the
ret1rement rignts conferred ~y th1s parj upon any person-wnD IOr
the first time becomes a memoer on or a ter January 1, 19~
snalr-nof ne-vested, to-the extent tha~se rights-are-aiiected
£1 cha~s-rn the Internar-Revenue Code relating to lrmTtat1ons
up?n pu lie-retirement systems, 1nciUOing, but no~limited to,
pr1vate sector limits contained in Section 4I5 'Orthe Internal
Revenue Code.
The lim1tat1on 1mposed £1 sectron-4r;-shall be

EY

~tatutes

•
•

adjusted pursuant to Section 415(d)(1)(A) and (B).
(b) Each retirement board shall provide-r0 each employer a
notiCe of the content ancre""Ifecteif subdiviSion (a) for

[ 0 (o
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distribution to each person who for the first time becomes a
member on or alter Januart 1~9~ --- ----(c) It IS ~ntent o tne~slature to enact legislation
during I99~ tEat would exempt al members OI a-count~ retirement
system who joined the system arbor to Januart-1, 199 , from the
Section~5 limits as-~ermitte
~ tne 'grand ather' proVTSTon-contalnea-In the TeChn1cal and M1sceiianeous Revenue Act of 1988.
This subdiVIsiOn shall become-inolerat1ve on January r;-1992.
----(d) This section shall not ~~ in a countS of the-f1rst
class-as-Qefined ~ Sect1o~8~as-amended ~-ch~e~4 of
~tatutes of 1~1, and Sect1on 2~22, as amended
Chapter~3
or-the statutes or-196~
---- SEC. 3. Notwithstanalng Section 17610 of the Government Code, if
the-commiSsion on State Mandates determines tEat this act contains-

£1

costs mandated £y the state, reimbursement to local agencies and
SChOOl districts for-those costs shall be maoe~uant to Parr-7
(commencing with 5eetron-17~or-D1Vi5Io~£_ Title ~of the Government C~ If the statewioe cost of tne clarm-Ior
reimbursemenr-dOes-no~xceed one mTTIIon-dOIIars-1$1~0,000),
reimbursement snail~ made from the State Mandates Claims Fund.
Notwithstandin~tiOn-r758o-of the GOVernment Code, unles_s____
otherwise spec1fied in this ac~ the prov1s1ons or-this act shall
become operative on the same-aate-rhat the act tafes-e!fect
pursuant to the Calitornla ConstitutiOn-.-- --- ----SEC. 4. Tfils act 1s an urgency statute necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety within the meaning of
Article IV of the Constitution and shall go into immediate effect.
The facts
constituting the necessity are:
In order £e~ that the research necessary to determine the nature
and extent of the-er!eCfS of changes in proviSions of the Internal
ReVenue Code reTat1ng to limitations upon public retirement systems,
~ benefits payable £y
county retirement systems under the County
EffiP!oyees Retirement Law of 1937 ~e aYeie 7 iR a ~iffie±y ffiaRRe~ 7 ~is*iR~
±ess e£ ~Aei~ £eee~a± ~aM-eMeffi~~ s~a~~sT as seeR as ~essie±e mhy
be commenced at the earliest possible ime , it is necessary t at this
act take effect Immediately.
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